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Avalanche dynamics in evolution, growth, and depinning models
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The dynamics of complex systems in nature often occurs in terms of punctuations, or avalanches,
rather than following a smooth, gradual path. A comprehensive theory of avalanche dynamics in
models of growth, interface depinning, and evolution is presented. Specifically, we include the Bak-
Sneppen evolution model, the Sneppen interface depinning model, the Zaitsev Qux creep model,
invasion percolation, and several other depinning models into a unified treatment encompassing a
large class of far from equilibrium processes. The formation of fractal structures, the appearance of
1/f noise, difFusion with anomalous Hurst exponents, Levy flights, and punctuated equilibria can
all be related to the same underlying avalanche dynamics. This dynamics can be represented as
a fractal in d spatial plus one temporal dimension. The complex state can be reached either by
tuning a parameter, or it can be self-organized. We present two exact equations for the avalanche
behavior in the latter case. (1) The slow approach to the critical attractor, i.e., the process of
self-organization, is governed by a "gap" equation for the divergence of avalanche sizes. (2) The
hierarchical structure of avalanches is described by an equation for the average number of sites
covered by an avalanche. The exponent p governing the approach to the critical state appears as a
constant rather than as a critical exponent. In addition, the conservation of activity in the stationary
state manifests itself through the superuniversal result g = 0. The exponent vr for the Levy Qight
jumps between subsequent active sites can be related to other critical exponents through a study
of "backward avalanches. " We develop a scaling theory that relates many of the critical exponents
in this broad category of extremal models, representing difFerent universality classes, to two basic
exponents characterizing the fractal attractor. The exact equations and the derived set of scaling
relations are consistent with numerical simulations of the above mentioned models.

PACS number(s): 05.40.+j, 64.60.Ak

I. INTRODUCTIGN

The term spatiotemporal complexity describes systems
that contain information over a wide range of length and
time scales [1]. Specifically, if such a system is studied
through a magnifying glass, then, no matter what the
level of magnification is, a variation of the image is seen
as difFerent parts of the system are viewed. Similarly,
if the image of a local part of the system is averaged
over a time window, different images are seen at diferent
times, no matter how large the time window is. This con-
trasts with the behavior of ordered systems, or random
systems, including chaotic ones, which become uniform
when viewed at sufBciently large length or time scales.

The appearance of complexity in nature presents a fas-
cinating, long-standing puzzle. In this article, a qualita-
tive and quantitative theory for the dynamics of complex
systems is presented in the context of simple mathemat-
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ical models for biological evolution and growth phenom-
ena far &om equilibrium. Spatiotemporal complexity
emerges as the result of avalanche dynamics i.n driven
systems. We unify the origin of &actals, 1/f noise,
Hurst exponents for anomalous diffusion, Levy Aights,
and punctuated equilibrium behavior, and elucidate their
relationships through analytical and numerical studies
of simple models, de6ned in Sec. II. These phenomena
are signatures of spatiotemporal complexity and are re-
lated via scaling relations to the &actal properties of the
avalanches, as summarized in Table I.

We wish to focus on three general, empirical phenom-
ena that are manifestations of complexity. First, Man-
delbrot [2] has pointed out the widespread occurrence
of self-similar, fractal behavior in nature. Mountains,
coastlines, and perhaps even the Universe [3] have fea-
tures at all scales. River networks consist of streams of
all sizes [4]; the pattern of earthquake faults, cracks in
rocks, or oil reservoirs is self-similar [5]. Second, noise

with a 1/f" power spectrum is emitted from a variety
of sources, including light from quasars [6], river flow

[7], and brain activity [8]. Third, many natural and so-
cial phenomena, including earthquakes, economic activ-
ity, and biological evolution appear to evolve intermit-
tently, with bursts, or avalanches extending over a wide
range of magnitudes, rather than smoothly and gradu-
ally. For instance, the distribution of earthquake magni-
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TABLE I. Exponent relations for the extremal models in d dimensions. For invasion percolation,
d should be replaced with the fractal dimension of the active boundary d~ except in the scaling
relation for p (see text). The exponents 7~i,1„7~rRsr, and d are not defined for invasion percolation.
In the interface models D is related to the interface roughness y via D = d + y.
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tudes obeys the Gutenberg-Richter law [9]. Recent ex-
periments on slowly driven sandpiles [10] and rice piles
[11] show avalanches, or disturbances in the heap, of all
sizes. Field et a/. monitored the dynamics of supercon-
ducting vortices and found the superconducting analog of
sandpile avalanches to be a power law over two decades
[12]. Gould and. Eldredge have proposed that biologi-
cal evolution takes place in terms of punctuations, where
many species become extinct and new species em.erge, in-
terrupting quiet periods of apparent equilibrium, known
as stasis [13]. Large events, such as massive extinctions
or even the large scale structure of the Universe, may
have a statistical explanation as the power-law tail of a
Levy distribution. This is the case even though. the large
events are identifiable and tend to be viewed, erroneously
we believe, as "atypical. "

Even though spatiotemporal complexity is ubiquitous
in nature, until recently little understanding of its ori-
gin has been achieved. One clear exception, though,
are critical points for second order phase transitions in
equilibrium systems, which are characterized by scale in-
variance. Borrowing the terminology from equilibrium
thermodynamics, we shall also refer to systems with a
large range of length and time scales as "critical. " Spa-
tial complexity occurs at the percolation transition in
random bond or site models [14]; temporal complexity
exists at the transition to chaos in the Feigenbaum map
[15]. These systems are critical, and thus complex, as the
result of tuning: the temperature, or some other param-
eter, is set to a specific value in order to achieve critical-
ity. In nature, though, fine tuning of specific parameters
is rare and unlikely; in addition, many systems in nature
are far from an equilibrium state.

Thus another mechanism. has been proposed; namely,
systems that are far from equilibrium become critical
through self-organization [16]. They evolve through tran-

sient states, which are not critical, to a dynamical attrac-
tor poised at criticality. In order for self-organization to
occur, these systems must be driven slowly through a
succession of metastable states. The system jumps from
one metastable state to another by avalanche dynamics.
These avalanches build up long-range correlations in the
system. Here, we shall be mainly concerned with the self-
organized critical (SOC) origin of spatiotemporal com-
plexity. In some cases, though, similar considerations,
such as scaling relations, can also be applied in cases
where the criticality is tuned rather than self-organized.
In particular, this is relevant for systems which undergo
depinning transitions when a parameter is varied, such
as interfaces, charge density wave systems, and super-
conducting Aux lattices. In this case, too, long-lived
metastable states are important and the dynamics is that
of avalanches [17]. Avalanche dynamics in these tuned
depinning transitions are discussed in Sec. VI.

SOC complements the concept of chaos, where simple
systems with few degrees of freedom can display com-
plicated behavior. Chaos is associated. with a fractal
"strange" attractor in phase space. These self-similar
structures have little to do with &actals in large spa-
tially extended systems that have many degrees of free-
dom. In addition, chaotic systems exhibit white noise
(e.g. , a positive Lyapunov exponent) with limited tempo-
ral correlations whereas complex systems have long-range
spatiotemporal correlations.

Prom the earliest Bak-Tang-Wiesenfeld (BTW) sand-
pile models [16] and, later, earthquake models [18],most
of the evidence for SOC behavior has been numerical.
Exceptions include the work on singular di8'usion by
Carlson, Chayes, Grannan, and Swindle [19], and the
one-dimensional forest fire model [20], where exact results
have been found by Drossel, Clar, and Schwabl [21] and
also by Paczuski and Bak [22]. Dhar [23] was able to char-
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acterize the critical attractor of the BTW sandpile model
in terms of an Abelian group, and thereby calculate the
number of states on the attractor. With Ramaswamy, he
solved a directed sandpile model exactly [24]. So far,
though, none of the solutions of these different mod-
els have yielded a general phenomenology for SOC be-
havior. Most importantly, the fundamental mechanism
for the self-organization process, via avalanches, has not
been well understood. . Pietronero and collaborators have
developed a scheme, the fixed scale transformation [25],
and applied it to a variety of nonequilibrium dynami-
cal systeins including difFusion limited aggregation [26],
the sandpile models [27], and the Bak-Sneppen evolution
model [28]. Here, we take a diIFerent approach where,
based on certain exact results together with a scaling
ansatz, we develop a theory that relates different critical
exponents, including the approach to the attractor, to
two basic exponents which are model dependent.

A common feature of many models exhibiting SOC is
the selection of extremal sites for the initiation of events,
rather than statistically typical sites. This feature of ex-
tremal dynamics has been somewhat obscured by the in-
troduction of models, such as the BTW sandpile model
or the forest fire model, which appear to be driven ran-
domly. In the "random" BTW model, sand is added to
random sites until a local threshold is exceeded and a top-
pling occurs. However, the statistics of avalanches in the
BTW model is not changed in "deterministic" versions
where the height of every site is raised uniformly until
one site, the least stable site, topples. In the latter case,
randomness only enters into the initial conditions. One
might say that in the "random" BTW model the system
selects the extremal sites itself, while in the "determin-
istic" case it is forced. to do so. Similarly, in the Olami,
Feder, and Christensen earthquake model [18], the force
is raised uniformly until the site with the largest force
ruptures. Zaitsev [29] introduced a model for low tein-
perature Aux creep where the motion always takes place
at the site with the largest force, and showed that the
model self-organizes to a critical state. In the forest fire
model, it can be shown rigorously that the process is
driven by the burning of the largest forests with the old-
est trees, despite the fact that the trees grow rand. omly
[21,22]. Again, burning trees randomly only serves as a
vehicle for the system to burn the largest forests. In a
remarkable paper, Miller et aL [30] suggested through a
difFerent line of thinking that 1/ f noise and fractality are
related to the preferential selection and thermal activa-
tion of extremal sites.

Recently, a variety of simple models with extremal dy-
namics that exhibit SOC have been introduced. These
models, including the Bak-Sneppen evolution model [31],
the Sneppen interface depinning model [32], and the Zait-
sev model [29], are defined in Sec. II. They are driven by
sequentially updating the site with globally extremal val-
ues of the signal. This information is propagated through
the system via local interactions. These models, rep-
resenting different universality classes, are nevertheless
similar to invasion percolation [33,34]. Interestingly, in-
vasion percolation was recognized as a SOC phenomenon
by Roux and Guyon [35] some years ago. These authors,

inspired by the sandpile analogy [16], defined avalanches
in invasion percolation in terms of a fluctuating extremal
signal. Some additional new results for invasion perco-
lation have recently been presented by Maslov [36] using
methods similar to those applied in this work.

Our main analytical results for this class of models,
including invasion percolation, are encapsulated by two
exact equations plus a superuniversal scaling law for sta-
tionary critical processes. These results address basic
questions that arise in SOC. Perhaps the most obvious
question is how the system self-organizes into the com-
plex, critical state. This is described by a "gap" equation
that relates the rate of approach to the attractor to the
average avalanche size [37]. This equation demonstrates
that the stationary state of the system is a critical state
for the avalanches, where the average avalanche size di-
verges. Assuming that this divergence has a character-
istic exponent p, we show &om the gap equation that
the system approaches its attractor algebraically with a
characteristic exponent, p = I/(p —1), for the transient.

The off-critical exponent for the transient, p, can be ex-
pressed in terms of the exponents in the stationary state
itself, via a "p" equation for the hierarchy of avalanches
[38]. This may result from the fact that the ofF-critical
direction is stable (in SOC the critical point is an attrac-
tor for the dynamics) rather than being unstable. Lastly,
in SOC the critical point is constrained to be stationary.
This leads to a fundamental law for the critical states;
g = 0 in all dimensions [39]. One dramatic consequence
of this law is that the &actal dimension of the active sites,
dy, is fixed by the probability distribution for avalanche
sizes in the stationary state, i.e., dy = D(7 —1). Thus
the widespread appearance of &actal structures can, per-
haps, be viewed as a consequence of the existence of a
stationary limit.

By studying the space-time behavior of the activity
pattern in the critical state, i.e. , the spatial location of
the extremal site at a particular point in time, one can
describe the activity pattern as a &actal embedded in
d spatial dimensions plus one temporal dimension [40].
This &actal has a mass dimension or avalanche dimen-
sion D. Long-range time correlations, e.g. , 1/ f noise, and
spatial &actal behavior are unified as difFerent cuts in this
underlying space-time &actal. The temporal evolution at
a specific position is expressed as the activity along a one
dimensional time line piercing the &actal perpendicular
to the spatial dimensions. The &actal spatial structure is
found by cutting the &actal along the spatial directions
at that tiine. We establish a formal relation between 1/ f
type noise and &actal spatial behavior in terms of the
avalanche dimension D. In the critical state, the dynam-
ics is best characterized in terms of scale-&ee avalanches,
initiated at extremal sites, and propagating by an anoma-
lous difFusion process. Figure 1 shows this space-time
&actal for the one-dimensional evolution model.

We have studied, in more detail, the value of the ex-
tremal signal in time. Time directed avalanches are nat-
urally defined in terms of this fluctuating signal [36].
These avalanches have a hierarchical structure of val-
leys within valleys. Forward and backward time directed
avalanches have difFerent statistical distributions in the
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FIG. 1. The space-time fractal activity pattern for the
one-dimensional evolution model. Time is measured as the
number of update steps, S.

stationary state, reQecting the irreversibility of extremal
processes. The distribution of all forward avalanches,
starting at each update step for the extremal dynamics,
is a power law with a superuniversal exponent vf ——2.
The distribution of all backward avalanches is also a
power law, but with a different model dependent expo-
nent 7-& ——3 —v, where w is the usual avalanche size
distribution exponent.

Taken together, these considerations lead to many scal-

ing relations for various physical quantities. All of the
critical exponents that we consider can be expressed in
terms of two basic exponents, for instance, the avalanche
dimension D, and v. , which characterizes the distribution
of avalanche sizes. These scaling relations are summa-
rized in Table I. They provide numerous points to test
theoretical predictions with numerical simulations of dif-
ferent models. We have made numerical tests of essen-
tially all the scaling relations for many of the models and
find a pattern of consistency which confirms the predicted
scaling relations across different universality classes; nev-
ertheless, more accurate tests are needed for any specific
result. The results of our simulations are presented in
Table II, and the error bars represent statistical errors
for system sizes studied. We urge that extensive, ac-
curate simulations be performed. Indeed, others [41,42]
have already provided further confirmation of our scaling
relations.

It is important to note that for some models the critical
point can be reached in different ways. This is especially
clear in the context of depinning. The depinning tran-
sition can be self-organized or reached by tuning either
an external driving force or the velocity. In the context
of interface depinning and invasion percolation, the SOC
version corresponds to driving at constant velocity in the
limit where the velocity vanishes. Some of the exponents
are the same in the different cases but others, in general,
are different. For example, g = 0 for all SOC depinning
models, but may be nonzero for the depinning transi-
tion at constant driving force. The critical points that
are reached by the self-organizing process are different
&om the critical points that are reached in an equiva-
lent model by tuning a driving force. Thus, despite the
fact that these differences disappear in mean field theory,
SOC cannot, even in principle, be viewed as sweeping a
system through a critical point, in contrast to the claims
in Ref. [43]. The similarities and differences between con-
stant force and SOC depinning are elaborated in Sec. VI.

TABLE II. Critical exponents measured and illustrated in figures throughout the text. All
values were determined independently. ( ) indicates uncertainty in the last digit. Within these
uncertainties, all exponents are consistent with the exponent relations from Table I.
Exponent

7EIRST
&ALL

Bak-Sneppen model
1 dimension 2 dimensions

j' = 0.66702(3) f, = 0.328855(4)
2.43(1) 2.92(2)
1.07(1) 1.245(10)
2.70(1) 1.70(1)
3.23(2)
0.01(2)
0.11(2)
2.10(5)
1.58(2)
0.42(2)
0.58(3)'

2.23(3)
1.13(2)

2.725(20)
1.29(2)

2.93(3)
0.000(6)
0.15(3)

2.89(3)

Linear interface model
1 dimension 2 dimensions

Sneppen model
1 dimension

f, = 0.4614(4)

1.26(1)
2.13(20)

0.03(5)
0.26(2)
1.19(5)'

Measured for 1D Zaitsev model, presumably from the same universality class l56j.
This exponent for the TLB model (parallel analog of Sneppen model) was measured to be 1.00 +

0.05.
This exponent was measured from the power spectrum of activity.
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Our scaling relations are compared with recent numerical
sixnulations for constant force depinning [44,45].

Self-organized fractal growth is fundamentally di6'erent
&om growth processes that are, for example, described
by (variants of) the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) equation
[46,47]. The KPZ equation is scale invariant by symme-
try, and thus the criticality is not self-organized. It is es-
sential to have long-lived, metastable states for the self-
organization process to take place through avalanches,
without reverting to a "ground state" at or near equilib-
rium. In addition, unlike "generic scale invariance" [47],
SOC does not require local conservation laws. With the
exception of the Zaitsev model, all of the models we con-
sider here are nonconservative; in spite of this, they can
be shown to self-organize to a critical state. In the con-
text of interface growth, the dynamic scaling approach
has been used to separate avalanche dynamics associ-
ated with SOC and Langevin dynamics associated with
generic scale invariance into distinct phenomenological
categories [48].

Here, we present a comprehensive and detailed account
of our work on the Sneppen interface model, the Bak-
Sneppen evolution model, invasion percolation, and other
SOC (and non-SOC) critical models, including interface
depinning. Some of these results have been previously
published in short accounts. For clarity, we provide here
a complete, self-contained. discussion of these models and
our most accurate and extensive numerical results.

Section II introduces the models for the general reader.
Section III examines the transient self-organization pro-
cess and introduces the "gap" equation. Section IV dis-
cusses the avalanche hierarchy in the stationary state. In
particular we present the "p" equation, the law for sta-
tionary states, g = 0, and a discussion of time directed
avalanches. The concept of backward avalanches is used
to determine the exponent vr governing the distribution
of jumps in the activity, which has a Levy distribution.
Section V unifies spatial fractal behavior with 1/f type
noise. Section VI contains our results on interface depin-
ning. In the concluding section, the scaling relations that
we derive and our numerical results are summarized. The
Appendix explains in more detail the results for invasion
percolation.

II. DEFINITION OF THE MODELS
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system vanishes for f ( f, and is uxiiform above f, . In
the thermodynamic I ~ oo limit, no random number
with f ) f is ever the extremal site. A snapshot of
the stationary state in a finite one-dimensional system
is shown in Fig. 2. Except for a localized region, the
avalanche, where there are small random numbers, all
the random numbers in the system have values above
the self-organized threshold f, = 0.66702 6 0.00003 in
one dimension.

The evolution model exhibits punctuated equilibrium
behavior as does real biology [13]. It simulates evolution-
ary activity in terms of mutations of individual species
and their interdependencies in a food chain. The random
numbers represent the fitness of a species, and choos-
ing the smallest random number mimics the Darwinian"
principle that the least fit species is replaced or mutates.
The dynamical impact of the mutation of the least fit
species on the rest of the ecology is simulated by chang-
ing the fitness of neighboring species on the lattice. Dis-
cussions of its possible connection to biological evolution
and macroeconomics may be found in Refs. [31,49], and
a mean field analysis in [50—52]. A generalized M-trait
model where each species has many (M) internal degrees
of &eedom has very recently been introduced and solved
exactly [53] in the M ~ oo hmit.

Sneppen /MJ. In the Sneppen interface model for SOC
depinning, an interface of size L" defined on a discrete
lattice (x, h) moves under the infiuence of quenched ran-
dom pinning forces f(x, Lx) assigned independently from
the fiat distribution 'P. Initially, h(x) = 0. Growth
occurs by advancing the extremal site on the interface
with the smallest random pinning force f; by one step.
Then a constraint is imposed for all nearest neighbor gra-
dients, ~h(x) —h(x')

~

& 1. This is met by advancing the
heights of neighboring sites. The process is repeated in-
definitely. Like the evolution model, the Sneppen model
also reaches a statistically stationary state where the den-

In this section, we define all of the models studied here.
EvoLution [81]. The Bak-Sneppen evolution model is

perhaps the simplest model of SOC. In this "toy" evo-
lution model, random numbers f; are assigned indepen-
dently to each site on a d-dimensional lattice of linear
size I. They are chosen Rom a uniform distribution be-
tween zero and 1, 'P(f) At each upda. te step, the ex-
tremal site, i.e., the one with the smallest random numberf, , is located. That site, and its 2d nearest neighbors
are then assigned new random numbers, drawn indepen-
dently &om the Qat distribution 'P. After many updates
have occurred, the system reaches a statistically station-
ary state in which the density of random numbers in the

0.6-

0.2 I

100
I

200 300

FIG. 2. Snapshot of the stationary state for the evolution
model in a finite one-dimensional system. Except for a lo-
calized region, the avalanche, where there are small random
numbers, all the random numbers in the system have values
above the self-organized threshold f = 0.66702.
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sity of random pinning forces on the interface vanishes
for f ( f and is uniform above f, I.n this state, the in-
terface moves in bursts of localized activity, as indicated
schematically in Fig. 3. Outside these regions of activity,
the interface is &ozen for potentially long periods of time
until a burst moves into the &ozen region. The interface
moves in a jerky, irregular manner, rather than smoothly
and gradually advancing as a whole.

Tang and Leschhorn [54] showed that the one-
dimensional model, in the stationary state, identifies
from time to time with paths on a critical directed perco-
lation cluster. It has been proposed that this identifica-
tion with blocking paths can be used to obtain all of the
critical exponents in terms of two independent exponents
[55]. The identification with "blocking surfaces" is anal-
ogous to invasion percolation, where the invading region
identifies &om time to time with a critical cluster of ordi-
nary percolation [33,35]. Possible physical realizations of
the Sneppen model and other interface depinning models
are discussed in Sec. VI.

Zaitsev /2gJJ. Zaitsev introduced an extremal model
for flux creep. Random numbers f, , chosen &om P, are
assigned independently to each site on a d-dimensional
lattice of linear size I. At each update step, the site
with the largest number is chosen, and a random number
chosen from 'P is subtracted &om that site and equally
distributed to the 2d nearest neighbors. The activity
conserves the sum of all the random numbers in the sys-
texn. It has been suggested [56] that this model is in the
same universality class as a self-organized "linear" inter-
face depinning model (LIM), sometimes referred to as the
quenched Edwards-Wilkins [57] equation.

"Linear" interface model In the . linear interface de-
pinning model, the force at each site has a random con-
tribution f(x, h) chosen &om P to represent quenched
random pinning forces, plus a linear configurational term
f, y

V'2h, where h is the local height and |72 repre-
sents a discretized Laplacian. Thus the local internal
force is

F,„,(x, t) = V' h(x, t) + f(x, h(x, t)) . (1)
We consider cases where this model is driven either (a)
with extremal dynamics [40,56] or (b) in a parallel non-
self-organized mode [58]. In (a) the site with the maxi-

FIC. 3. Schematic picture of an avalanche separating two
interface con6gurations in the Sneppen model. The size 8 of
the avalanche corresponds to the shaded area.

mum total force is advanced by one unit, leading to SOC,
or constant velocity depinning. In (b) the model may be
tuned to a depinning transition by adding an external
driving force E to all sites and advancing in parallel ev-
ery site where the total force (F;„i+F) is positive by one
step. When F )E the interface moves with a finite ve-
locity, while for E & E, it becomes stuck in a metastable
state. At E = E it undergoes a depinning transition. A
tuned depinning transition may also be realized by exter-
nally setting the velocity n of the interface and allowing
the force F to Quctuate so as to maintain that velocity.
The stationary state of the SOC version corresponds to
the depinning transition at constant velocity. The SOC
version tunes itself to a constant velocity depinning tran-
sition. In Sec. VI, a comparison is made between the LIM
and models for fluid invasion in porous media [59,60] and
interface depinning in the random field Ising xnodel [61].
There, it is also argued that v and D are the same for the
(constant force) tuned and SOC variants, but xj and other
dynamical exponents (e.g. , dt and z) can be different.

Tang Leschho-rn Buldyrev-(TLB) model Amo. del for
depinning of an elastic interface at constant force was
studied by Tang-Leschhorn [62] and also by Buldyrev
et aL [45]. Again, an interface of size L" defined on a
discrete lattice (x, h) moves under the influence of ran-
dom pinning forces f(x, h) assigned independently from
'P. Initially, h(x) = 0. Instead of advancing the most
unstable site, as in the Sneppen model, all unstable
sites with f ( F are advanced in parallel. Then the
constraint is imposed for all nearest neighbor gradients,
~h(x) —h(x')~ & 1. The system is relaxed to meet the
gradient constraint. When E = E the interface under-
goes a depinning transition. Tang and Leschhorn [54,62]
showed that in the critical state both the TLB model and
the Sneppen model, in one dimension, identify with a di-
rected percolation cluster of sites with f ) f, . In Sec.
VI, it is argued that the exponents 7 and D are the same
for the TLB and Sneppen models; while g, z, and other
dynamical exponents can be difFerent.

Directed percolation (DP). In directed percolation, a
preferred direction, labeled by t, is chosen and bonds are
oriented with respect to t. Percolation is only allowed
in the direction of increasing t. Each bond exists with
probability f. When f = f„ the DP cluster can become
infinitely large. This model can be viewed as the "par-
allel" constant force version of the evolution model. In
DP, there is a critical point which is tuned.

Invasion percolation j88,8$J. Invasion percolation is
the oldest member of this class of models. It was stud-
ied as a SOC phenomenon, in terms of avalanches, by
Roux and Guyon [35]. In invasion percolation, random
numbers f; are assigned independently to each site on
a (d + 1)-dimensional lattice of linear size L. They are
chosen &om a uniform distribution between zero and 1,
'P(f) Initially, one .d-dimensional side of the lattice is the
"invaded cluster. " The random numbers at the bound-
ary of the invaded cluster are examined. At each update
step, the extremal site, i.e. , the site with the smallest
random number f; on the boundary of the invaded
cluster is located. That site is then invaded, and new
sites susceptible to growth are added to the boundary.
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The universality class of the model is sensitive to the
exact definition of the boundary. Models with difFerent
definitions of the boundary (IP-1, IP-2, IP-3) are given
in the Appendix, along with a discussion of their physical
realizations.

0.8

III. SELF-ORGANIZATION

Self-organization, as used here, refers to a dynamical
process whereby a system starts in a state with uncor-
related behavior and ends up in a complex state with
a high degree of correlation. The time that it takes to
self-organize grows as the system size increases, so that
for large systems self-organization is a slow process. In
contrast to the earlier models of SOC, the process of self-
organization in the extremal models that are discussed
here is very well understood. The stationary state is crit-
ical and is approached algebraically, through a sequence
of transient states. In order to demonstrate this, we shall
Grst discuss self-organization in the context of the evolu-
tion model, which has been de6ned in Sec. II, and then
generalize the results to other models.

Let us consider the situation where the distribution
of f s iiiitially is uniform in the interval [0, 1] in a d-
dimensional evolution model of linear size L. Initially,
the activity, i.e., the spatial location of the smallest ran-
dom number in time, jumps randomly throughout the
system. Eventually, after a long transient, the system
reaches a complex state where the activity is correlated,
as shown in Fig. 1. In order to study this transient
process, we examine the value of the minimal random
number chosen, f;, as a function of sequential time s,
or the total number of updates. This signal f, (s) can
be related to the distribution of random numbers in the
system.

The first value f, (0) to be chosen for updating is

O(I "). Since, by definition, there are no random num-
bers in the system smaller than f, (0), this quantity
is deIIined to be the initial value of the gap, G, in the
distribution of f's; that is, G(0) = f;„(0). Eventu-
ally, after s updates, a larger gap G(s) ) G(0) opens up.
The density of sites with random numbers below G van-
ishes in the thermodynamic L ~ oo hmit, and is uniform
above G. The current gap G(s) is the maximum of all
the minimum random numbers chosen, f;„(s'), for all
0 & s' ( s. Figure 4 shows f; as a function of s during
the transient for a small system. The solid line shows the
gap G(s) as a stepwise increasing function of s. The gap
is an envelope function that tracks the increasing peaks
in f, Clearly, whe. n the gap jumps to a new higher
value, there are no sites in the system with random num-
bers less than the gap. Since the distribution P(f) that
each of the random numbers are chosen from is Hat, all
of the random numbers in the system are uniformly dis-
tributed in the interval [G(s), 1] at those moments in time
when the gap jumps. Thus the envelope function tracks
the distribution of random numbers in the system.

By definition, the separate instances when the gap
G(s) jumps to its next higher value are separated by
avalanches. Avalanches correspond to plateaus in G dur-
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FIG. 4. Value of the extremal signal f, as a function of
s during the transient in a small (L = 20) one-dimensional
evolution model. The full line shows the gap G(s) as a step-
wise increasing function of 8. The gap is an envelope function
that tracks the peaks in f

ing which f; (s) ( G(s). This guarantees that the
events within a single avalanche are causally and spa-
tially connected. A new avalanche is initiated every time
the gap jumps, and all the consecutive random numbers
which are smaller than the gap after this event must have
originated &om the site that started the new avalanche.
Once an avalanche is over it does not acct the behavior
of any subsequent avalanche, except in terms of the gap
threshold. As the gap increases, the probability for the
new random numbers to fall below the gap increases also,
and longer and longer avalanches typically occur.

Since the distribution of random numbers above the
gap is Hat, the average size of the jump in the gap at
the completion of each avalanche is [1 —G(s)]/L . The
other quantity that is needed in order to describe the self-
organizing system is the average size of the plateau for a
given value of G, or the average avalanche size (S)Gl,).
We shall prove below that in the limit of large system
sizes L the growth of the gap versus time s obeys the
exact gap equation [37]

dG(s) 1 —G(s)
ds L (S)G,(

As the gap increases, so does the average avalanche
size (S)G.l, ), which eventually diverges as G(s) -+ f„
whereupon the model is critical and the process achieves
stationarity. In the limit L ~ oo, the density of sites with
f ( f, vanishes, and the distribution of f s is uniform
above f, . The gap equation (2) defines the mechanism of
approach to the self-organized. critical attractor. It con-
tains the essential physics of SOC phenomena. When the
average avalanche size diverges, (S)G, l, )

—+ oo, the system
becomes critical. At the same time, & approaches zero,
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which means that the system becomes stationary. Exam-
ining Eq. (2) one notices another mathematical possibil-
ity for the stationary limit, which does not require diverg-
ing avalanches. The time derivative

&
is exactly zero if

the current gap G(s) = 1. This situation, however, is not
realized in any extremal model in the limit that I —+ oo,
since the presence of any interaction between sites (such
as replacing nearest neighbors with new random numbers
in the evolution model) will result in f, & 1.

We prove the gap equation as follows. For any selected
resolution LG « 1 along the gap axis there is a system
size L suKciently large that many avalanches are needed
to increase the gap from G(s) to G(s) + AG. In this
case, the suin of (a) the temporal durations S of an in-
dividual avalanche and (b) the jumps in the gap at the
end of each avalanche will both average within this inter-
val because they are both sums of independent random
variables. Therefore, in the limit L -+ oo Eq. (2) is ex-
act. To be more specific, suppose that the current value
of the gap in the system is G(s). The average num-
ber of avalanches required to increase the gap by LG
is N „=AGL"/[1 —G(s)]. By selecting system size
L )) LG /'" we ensure that N „))1. N can be made
arbitrarily large by taking the large L limit. In this limit,
the average number of time steps required to increase
the gap from G(s) to G(s) + AG is given by the interval
As = (S)t-(,)N „= (S)G(,)AGL /[1 —G(s)], and &om
the law of large numbers the fluctuations of this inter-
val around its average value vanish. This equation shows
that the ratio of the interval length 48 to the time 8 re-
quired to reach G(s), As/s, vanishes as AG ~ 0. Rewrit-
ing the interval equation as & ——

&„(&~
'

— and takingz &(s)
the continuum limit we restore the di6'erential equation
(2).

In order to solve the gap equation we need to know
precisely how the average avalanche size (S)G(,) diverges
as the critical state is approached. It is natural to assume
that this divergence has a power-law form. In analogy
with percolation clusters, we now make an ansatz that
the average avalanche size diverges as G approaches f
as

Af « L. Inserting Eq. (4) into this expression gives

7 —1D=d+

The boundary case p = 1, realized, for instance, in the
mean field version of the evolution model [50—52], results
in an exponential relaxation to the critical attractor:

Af —A8/Ir
(6)

dG(s) 1
ds L~(S)G(,)

If the scaling ansatz Eq. (3) holds, then depending on
the value of p either Eq. (4) or Eq. (6) describes the
approach to the critical state.

For (d + 1)-dimensional invasion percolation, the situ-
ation is slightly more complicated. During the transient
process, the size of the boundary where growth may occur
is growing. It can be shown [35] that, during the tran-
sient period of invasion percolation starting Rom a flat
configuration, the active boundary b(s) of the invading
cluster scales with the invaded volume s as

where A is a numerical constant that is independent of I.
This expression is valid as long as I"« 8 « I"ln L, and
the system reaches the stationary state when 8 L"ln L.

It is straightforward to demonstrate, in a step by step
fashion, that the gap equation (2) holds not oiily for
the self-organization process in the evolution model, but
also for the Sneppen interface model [55]. For the self-
organized I IM and the Zaitsev model, the distribution of
internal forces in the system is not given by a flat distri-
bution, unlike the evolution and Sneppen models. How-
ever, the extremal dynamics allows one to define a fluc-
tuating signal f;„( )sand therefore a gap function G(s)
as above. Now, though, the average size in the jumps of
the gap is not given simply by [1 —G(s)]/L". However,
as long as the distribution of internal forces above the
gap is not singular, when the avalanche is finished, then
a weaker form of the gap equation holds,

(S) - (f. —G) ' . (3) t (s)/L" - (s/L')' = (s/L")

Df =f —G(s)- ( .) where p = ~ (4)

Equation (4), first derived in [37], was also found by Ray
and Jan [51]. It shows that the critical point (Af = 0) is
approached algebraically with an exponent — z. Equa-

tion (4) holds over the range L" « s « LD. The
lower limit requires that the avalanches are in the scal-
ing regime, so that Eq. (3) is valid. The upper limit
requires that the cutoff r, Af in the spatial extent
of the avalanches is much less than the system size, or

We will show in the next section that for the extremal
models studied here the exponent p ) 1. Let us first
consider the case p ) 1. Inserting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2)
and integrating, one obtains

Here, d~ is the &actal dimension of the boundary where
growth may occur and D is the &actal dimension of the
invaded cluster. The derivation of this equation is ex-
plained in the Appendix. The system reaches a station-
ary state when 8 ~ L . At this point, the size of the ac-
tive boundary also reaches its finite size limit L"~. The
proper gap equation for invasion percolation, taking into
account the growth of the active boundary with time, can
be written as

dG(s) 1

ds L"(a/L")g(S)~(, )
(9)

In the asymptotic critical region, the scaling ansatz Eq.
(3) can be inserted into the gap equation (9). Integration
gives
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p —1
which holds for I"« s « I + "i'-» .

The scaling relations between these and other expo-
nents are explained in the next section. One might
naively suspect that the critical exponent p would be
an independent exponent describing ofF-critical behavior.
This is not the case. The results of the next section allow
us to determine p in terms of the avalanche dimension D,
and the avalanche distribution exponent 7, and solve the
gap equation.

IV. PROPERTIES OF THE STATIONARY',
CRITICAL STATE

In all previous SOC models, like, for instance, the
BTW sandpile model [16] or the earthquake models [18],
self-organized criticality manifested itself in a power-law
distribution of bursts of activity, or avalanches, following
a single perturbation. The new series of extremal SOC
models is not an exception. In fact, avalanches in these
models have an additional hierarchical structure of sub-
avalanches within avalanches. In this section, avalanches
in the stationary state are defined and related to the
avalanches in the transient process defined in the previ-
ous section. This enables us to determine the exponent
p, characterizing the transient, in terms of the stationary
probability distribution of avalanches. The hierarchical
avalanche structure is revealed in the "p" equation [38].
We then demonstrate the law for stationary states, g = 0
[39]. This law implies, among other things, that the frac-
tal dimension of active sites is also determined by the sta-
tionary probability distribution for avalanches through
the scaling relation df = D(7 —1). All of the above men-
tioned results hold for forward avalanches; we close this
section with a discussion of backward avalanches [36],
and a derivation of a scaling relation for the Levy Qight
exponent z = 1+D(2 —w).

Avalanches in the stationary state can be defined for
any of the extremal models as follows. Suppose that at
time s the smallest random number in the system was
larger than fo, where 0 & fo & 1 is an auxiliary param-
eter used to define avalanches. Each of the new random
numbers introduced at this time step can be smaller than
fo with probability fo [for the flat distribution 'P(f )]. Ac-
cording to the rules of the model, if one (or more) of the
new random numbers is less than fo, the smallest of those
will be selected at the next time step (s+ 1). This ini-
tiates a creation-annihilation branching process, where
the sites with f; & fo play the role of particles, and the
particle with the smallest random number is chosen for
updating at each time step. While the avalanche contin-
ues to run, there is at least one such "particle" and the
global, xninimal random number is smaller than fo The.
avalanche stops, say at time S+ s, when the last "parti-
cle" with a random number sxnaller than fo is eliminated.
By definition, the global, minimal random number at this
time step will be larger than fo once again. Thus one can
view the parameter fo as a branching probability for the

Here, 7 and 0' are model dependent exponents and g(x)
is a scaling function, which decays rapidly to zero when
x )) 1 and goes to a constant when x —+ 0. This scaling
ansatz for various models has been confirmed by numeri-
cal simulations in [31,51,52,54,60,61]. When the auxiliary
parameter fo is selected to be equal to f„ the avalanche
distribution is a power law P(S) S without cutoff.
When the parameter fo is lowered below f, these critical
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FIG. 5. Illustration of the hierarchical structure of the fo
avalanches. The big avalanche is subdivided into smaller ones
as the auxiliary parameter fo is lowered. The lines span fo
avalanches for fo ——0.63, 0.59, and 0.54, respectively.

creation of particles. We will call the avalanches, defined
by this rule, fo avalanches. They can be easily extracted
from the temporal signal of the model f;„(s),which is
the value of the selected minimal number as a function of
time s. In terms of this signal, the size of an fo avalanche
is the number of time steps elapsed between subsequent
punctuations of the barrier fo by the signal f;„Fo.r the
example given here, the size of the avalanche is S. The
hierarchical structure of fo avalanches is demonstrated in
Fig. 5.

The statistics of the avalanches clearly depends on the
value of the branching probability fo Th.e larger it is, the
larger is the expected size of the avalanche. In analogy
with ordinary percolation [63], there must be a critical
value f, & 1 of the branching probability such that the
expected size of the f, avalanche cluster becomes infinite.
That means that in the thermodynamic limit I -+ oo in
the stationary state of the system, with probability 1,
at least one "particle" with f; & f, will exist, and the
signal f;„will be smaller than f„also with probability
1. In analogy with ordinary percolation [63] and other
"branching processes" such as directed percolation [14],a
variety of nonequilibrium lattice models [64], or the prop-
agation of an avalanche in the BTW sandpile model [16],
we use the following scaling ansatz for the probability
distribution P(S, fo) of fo avalanches of size S:

P(S f.) = S g(S(f. - f )")
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avalanches are subdivided into smaller ones and acquire
a cutoff S, = (f, —fp) ~ The average size of an fp
avalanche diverges as fp approaches f, as

2-

(12)

Simple integration of the power law (11) gives the usual
expression for p in terms of v and o, as occurs, for ex-
ample, in ordinary percolation [14,63]:

U)
O

0-

(S) = SP(S, fp)dS;
-2-

A. The Bak-Sneppen branching process
-4 I

4
log S

Unlike the other extremal models, the evolution model
has an additional feature greatly simplifying numerical
studies of fp avalanches. The propagation of an fp

avalanche in the evolution model is totally independent of
the environinent (the values of f; ) fp), where it propa-
gates. This means that, with respect to an fp avalanche,
all of the sites with f; ) fp can be treated as vacuum
sites. Sites are unimportant as long as they are not oc-
cupied by the "particles" of the fp avalanche. In order
to study fp avalanches we have to keep track only of
sites that have random numbers f; ( fp In simu. lations
of this Bak-Sneppen (BS) branching process [37], which
is exactly equivalent to an fp avalanche in the evolution
model, we first create 2d + 1 random numbers, chosen
from the Bat distribution 'P, at the center of the lattice
and its 2d nearest neighbors. Random numbers smaller
than the parameter of the simulation, fp, are stored along
with their positions. At each time step, the minimal of
the stored random numbers is "activated" until there are
no more stored random numbers. At this point the fp
avalanche is finished. This method gives an efFicient way
to study the fp avalanche distribution and other prop-
erties, completely free from system size corrections. An
avalanche is considered infj.nite, and not included in the
distribution, if its size is larger than a numerically im-
posed cutoff s, which can be made arbitrarily large.
Results for the exponent ~ from simulations of the BS
branching process are shown for one and two dimensions
in Fig. 6.

The equivalence of the off-critical BS branching pro-
cess at a given value of fp with an fp avalanche in the
stationary state of the evolution model also proves that
fp avalanches in the stationary state of the evolution
model have the same statistical properties as the G = fp
avalanches during the transient; in particular, they have
the same probability distributions. The gap equation (2)
maps the transient, self-organizing behavior at a given
value of the gap, G, to the stationary fp ——G avalanche
distribution. We emphasize, again, that the p for the
stationary distribution in the evolution model, if it exists
(i.e. , if the scaling ansatz is valid), is the same p that en-
ters into the solution of the gap equation for the transient
behavior of the model.

For the other models, we propose analogously that the
G = fp avalanches during the transient also have the
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FIG. 6. Distribution of avalanches from simulation of the
BS branching process in (a) one (1D) and (b) two dimen-
sions (2D). The asymptotic slope of the log-log plot gives
v = 1.07 + 0.01 in 1D and 7 = 1.245 + 0.01 in 2D. All loga-
rithms (log) are base 10.

B. The "p" equation

We now proceed to establish a general relation for the
number of sites covered by an avalanche as the critical
state is approached. The relation is exact for the Sneppen
and evolution models, and a similar exact relation holds
for IP. It leads directly to a scaling relation between the
exponents w and p valid for all extremal models. This
scaling relation was previously derived for separate mod-

same scaling properties as the fp avalanches in the sta-
tionary state. The picture is that the scaling behavior of
fp avalanches is not affected by correlations at distances
larger than the correlation length ( (f, —fp) " set
by fp When th. e self-organizing system reaches a gap
G = fp, it has organized itself up to a scale ((fp); at
length scales smaller than this scale, it behaves as a crit-
ical system. Thus the exponent p that appears in Eqs.
(12) and (13) is the same p that enters into the transient
approach to the critical attractor, Eqs. (3)—(5).
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els in [38,55,59,65,66]. We will reproduce here in more
detail the method of derivation used in [38], which gives
not only the scaling relation but the exact values of coef-
6cients in it. The following argument applies speci6cally
to the evolution and Sneppen models; we then generalize
it to the other models.

Suppose that a value for the parameter fo ( f, has
been chosen. The moments in time, 8, when the global
minimal number f; (s) exceeds fo serve as breaking
points dividing the temporal axis into a series of fo
avalanches, following one after another. The probabil-
ity that at any given moment the signal f;„(s)will be
greater than fo is given by

0.66702

fo+dfo

jtj j
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where (8)y, is the average size of an fo avalanche.
Let n denote the number of sites covered by an

avalanche. These sites had their random number changed
at least once during the course of the avalanche. Since
each site can be updated more than once, n is a pri-
ori different &om the avalanche size S. In fact, for any
avalanche

FIG. 7. One realization of the extremal signal f,„as a
function of s in the stationary state. If the auxiliary param-
eter fo is raised by an infinitesimally small amount dfo, the
breaking points that had f, (s) between fo and fo + dfo
(filled circles) will no longer stop the fo + dfo avalanches, and
the average avalanche size will increase.

n, &AS,
d in(S) g, (n, „)y,

dfo 1 —fo
(16)

This equation is exact for the evolution and Sneppen
models in any dimension. It does not require the use
of any scaling assumptions.

In order to proceed further, we will now assume that
the avalanche distribution obeys the scaling ansatz, Eq.
(11).Then for fo close to the critical value f„the average
size of the avalanche diverges as (f, —fo) ~ [Eq. (12)].
Substituting this power law into Eq. (16) gives

(17)

If the critical exponent p exists, then Eq. (17) is also
exact. Note that the quantity p appears as a constant
rather than a critical exponent. It represents the average
number of random numbers between fo and f left behind
by an fo avalanche that has died, in the limit that fo ~
f, . This number is universal. For example, it does not
depend on whether one updates just nearest neighbors or
also includes next nearest neighbors.

A plat of (1—fo)/(n „)fo. for difFerent values of fo, as
shown in Fig. 8 for the two-dimensional evolution model,
gives f, as the intersection with the horizontal axis, and
1/p as the asymptotic slope close to f, This enables u. s to
determine f, very accurately, because the uncertainty in
the measurement of (n, „) and p leads to an uncertainty
not in f, but in Af Choosing a v. alue of fo near the
critical point, 6f = f, —fo is estimated from Eq. (17).
Specifically, in the one-dimensional evolution model we
choose fo = 0.665 and measure the average number of
covered sites (n, )o ss5 ——446.9+7.0. Using this method
for the evolution model, we find f, = 0.66702 + 0.00003
for d = 1 and f, = 0.328855 + 0.000004 for d = 2. Our
one-dimensional result agrees with Grassberger [41]. As

where A is a constant which depends on dimension.
We can relate the divergences of these two physical

quantities as the critical state is approached. This is ac-
complished by noting that, at the moment in time when
an fo avalanche is finished, the random numbers at all
n sites covered by the avalanche are uncorrelated and
uiuformly distributed in the interval [fo,l]. This is be-
cause at the last update for each site within the avalanche
the random number was chosen from an uncorrelated,
uniform distribution between [O, l] with the condition
that it be larger than fo We will .make repeated use
of this fact in what follows.

Recall that when the fo avalanche started, the smallest
random number in the system was larger than fo For.
simplicity, assume that this number was also larger than
fo + dfo, where dfo will be taken to be vanishingly small.
When the fo avalanche fiiushes, each af the n „sites
has equal probability i"~0& to fall within the interval dfo1—fp

above fo. Therefore n, i ~f is the probability that atCC7V y f
least one of the n, „sites left behind by the fo avalanche
has a random number between fo and fo +. dfo If now.
the auxiliary parameter fo is raised by an infinitesimally
small amount dfo, the breaking points that had f; (s)
between fo and fo + dfo will no longer stop the fo + dfo
avalanches, and the average avalanche size will increase.
This property of the avalanche hierarchy is demonstrated
in Fig. 7. Consider a very long temporal sequencef, (s) which is also a sequence of K fo avalanches. In-
creasing the auxiliary parameter to fo + dfo, the number
N will be changed by dN = —K(n ) i"~&, to leading
order in dfo for N —+ oo. Of course, the sum of the tem-
poral durations of these avalanches will remain constant.
This leads to the following differential equation for the
average size of an avalanche:
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FIG. 8. The p plot (1 —fo)/(n, ) vs fo for the
two-dimensional evolution model. The intersection with the
horizontal axis gives f„and the slope gives 1/p. We find

f, = 0.328 855 + 0.000 004 and p = 1.70 + 0.01.

FIG. 10. The plot of (1 —f )/(n, „)t as a function of f
for the one-dimensional Sneppen model. The slope of the
straight line is 1/p = 0.470 and the crossing point with the
f axis corresponds to f, = 0.465.

a by-product, the one-dimensional result rules out the
early speculation that f, is exactly 2/3 in one dimension.
The exponent p can also be estimated accurately &om
points further away &om f,

Figures 9 and 10 show the same plots for the one-
dimensional evolution model and the one-dimensional
Sneppen model. For the one-dimensional evolution
model, our result, p = 2.70 + 0.01, agrees with those
of Jovanovic et al. who measured p = 2.7 6 0.1 [42] and
Grassberger, who also measured 2.71 + 0.03 [41].

For the one-dimensional Sneppen model with L = 104,
we find f, = 0.465 and p 2.13. This value differs
substantially &om that obtained by Sneppen, p = 2.05 6
0.01 at f = 0.46136 + 0.00005 at a system size L =
5 x 10s [67]. Our probably less accurate result is due to
finite size efFects. This value f, = 0.465 for the Sneppen

model also does not agree with the value of f = 0.4614
that we determine &om the avalanche distribution (see
Sec. IVD) for a larger system size L = 2 x 10 .

For the evolution model, the value of f obtained us-
ing the current method, based on the "p" equation, is
used as input to determine p from the divergence of the
average avalanche size, as fo approaches f, Eq. (13).
Our results for p for the evolution model using this con-
ventional method (this was the method used in Refs. [42]
and [41]) are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The two different
methods we used to measure p give consistent results for
the evolution model. Having measured p, we can calcu-
late the exponent p for the relaxation to the critical state
[Eq. (4)]. We find p = I/(p —1) = 0.588 + 0.004 and
p = 1.43+0.01 in the one- and two-dimensional evolution
models, respectively.
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FIG. 9. As Fig. 8 for the 1D evolution model. We And

f = 0.667 02 + 0.00003 and p = 2.70 + 0.01.

FIG. 11. The average size of avalanches (S) vs (f, —f)
for the 2D evolution model. The asymptotic slope yields
p = 1.69 + 0.03.
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FIG. 12. The average size of avalanches (S) vs (f, —f)
for the 1D evolution model. The asymptotic slope yields
p = 2.71 + 0.02.

From Eq. (17) it follows that the average number of
sites (n, )t, covered by an fo avalanche scales near the
critical point as

(". )y. - (f. —fo) (19)

Since Eq. (15) holds for any avalanche, it is immediately
clear that p ) 1 for any model which obeys Eq. (19).
This confirms a posteriori that Eqs. (4) and (6) are the
only allowed possibilities for the approach to the critical
attractor via the gap equation. The case p ( 1 is not
physically realized by the models considered. here.

We are now in a position to consider the spatial ex-
tent of avalanches. Since the interactions are via nearest
neighbor, it is clear that all sites visited by an' avalanche
form a connected cluster. In one dimension any con-
nected cluster is also compact. Therefore in any one-
dimensional model n „B, , where B is the length
of the spatial interval formed by covered sites.

In analogy with percolation, it is conventional to define
the characteristic spatial size A of an avalanche cluster
as the mean square root deviation of the set of all active
sites in the avalanche &om their center of mass. In this
definition each site is counted with the weight given by
the number of times it was visited by the avalanche. The
avalanche mass dimension D is defined by the scaling
relation

S B (20)

connecting the avalanche size S (temporal duration)
to its spatial extent B. In the case of a compact d-
dimensional set of covered sites, we can use another def-

The scaling form Eq. (11) for the divergence of the
average avalanche size can be substituted into Eq. (14),
which becomes p(f;„) fo) (f, fo)r, o—r alternatively

p(f ' = fo) - (f. —fo)' '

In all extremal models that we have studied numer-
ically thus far (excluding Ip which is discussed at the
end of this section), the avalanche mass dimension D
was measured. to be larger than the dimension of space
d, and the spatial projection of all active sites within the
avalanche was observed to form a compact object of di-
mensionality d. In what follows, we assume this is true
for every extremal model below its upper critical dimen-
sion. Above the upper critical dimension (provided that
it exists) the fractal dimension of the collection of cov-
ered sites is given by its mean field. value d, and can
no longer form a compact object in the space of dimen-
sionality d ~ d„. Thus in all of the scaling relations that
include dimensionality, derived below and summarized in
Table I, d should be replaced with d„, for d & d„. This
behavior is somewhat analogous to hyperscaling relations
in equilibrium critical phenomena.

In the case of compact avalanches [68], n, „=B, „
g~/~ and from Eq. (17) it follows that (Af)

(n ) f ~ S' /DP &Q$' ~ Qf (~ "/& )/~. As a
result,

o = 1+0/D —r,
(2 —~)

(1+d/D —~)

(23)

The spatial correlation length exponent v describes
the scaling of the cutofF in the spatial extent of the
avalanches, r, 6f " Since s, . rD,

v = 1/oD = 1/(D + d —Dr) . (25)

It is interesting to observe that Eqs. (23)—(25) im-

ply that the self-organization time to reach the critical
attractor is independent of the initial state of the sys-
tem, for almost any initial condition. A system of size I
reaches the stationary state when [Af (s)] " L. The
time s „~ required. for this scales as s „g ~ I, where

D = d + ~ [Eq. (5)]. Substitution of Eqs. (23)—(25)
into this expression for D gives the very simple result
s „~ = I or D = D. Instead of starting with the ini-
tial condition where the random numbers are uniformly
distributed in the interval [0,1], as assumed in the gap
equation [Eq. (2)], we may start the organization pro-
cess in a state where all f's are set equal to 1 except
one site which has the value of f equal to, say, 0.99. In
this case, none of the original 1's are ever selected as the
minimal site. The organization process is finished at the
moment when the last 1 is destroyed. This clearly takes

I time steps, the same as for the transient that is
governed by the gap equation.

tA'e checked these scaling relations numerically. Fig-
ures 13(a) and 14 show measurements of the avalanche
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dimension D for the one- and two-dimensional evolution
models. At the critical point f, R, was measured as
a function of S for running avalanches and their sub-
avalanches in the BS branching process, and averaged
over more than 10 updates. In d = 1, D = 2.43 + 0.01,
and in d = 2, D = 2.92 + 0.02. These values are consis-
tent with the scaling relation Eq. (24) and our measured
values for ~ and p. In fact, Jovanovic et al. [42] measured
the exponent for the divergence of the average spatial size
of the avalanche to be 0.98 6 0.03 (v~ in their notation)
for the. one-dimensional evolution model. Taking into ac-
count that in one dimension the spatial size is simply
proportional to n this result is consistent with the ex-
act value of1we predict. In one dimension, Eq. (25) can
be written as

0.36 7 —1=crv —cr . (26)
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FIG. 14. B vs S for the 1D evolution model involving
3 x 10"updates. From these data we extract D = 2.43+0.01.

FIG. 13. (a) R vs S for the 2D evolution model (av-
eraged over 107000 avalanches). (b) Derivative of this
curve. The asymptotic value corresponds to 1/D and gives
D = 2.92 + 0.02.

For the one-dimensional evolution model, the results
from Ref. [42], v = 1.08 6 0.05, o = 0.35 + 0.02, and
1/D = ov = 0.43+0.01, are consistent with this last re-
lation. Similarly, Grassberger's results w = 1.073+0.003,
o = 0.34360.004, and1/D = crv = 0.4114+0.002 [41]
are also consistent with Eq. (26).

This agreement occurs in spite of the fact that it is
very difBcult to determine the true asymptotic value of
D = 1/(o v). One reason is that the apparent exponent
may be nonmonotonic, as demonstrated in Fig. 13(b).
The effective exponent as plotted here is measured by
numerically calculating the local slope of the curve B vs
S. It is apparent for the two-dimensional model that
the efFective exponent ov = 1/D does not approach its
asymptotic value monotonically but first overshoots with
a maximum around S 10 and then undershoots with
a minimum around S 10 . There are indications that
similar behavior may occur in the one-dimensional model
at much larger avalanche scales. Our numerical capabil-
ity for the one-dimensional model is not sufIicient to be
sure that we are observing asymptotic behavior despite
studying 3 x 10 time steps, and thus 3 x 10 avalanches
and subavalanches. In addition, simulations of the re-
lated M ~ oo evolution model [53], where D = 4 is
known exactly, indicate that there are large corrections to
scaling for R „.Thus the numerical studies thus far have
not conclusively refuted the conjecture [37,38], based on
symmetry arguments, that the exponents D and w in the
evolution model are the same as directed percolation, or
Reggeon field theory. It seems dangerous to us to base
conclusions about universality on differences of less than
2'% in the observed "asymptotic" regime at S 10s [41]
in one dimension. In two dimensions, the disagreement
is within error bars and less than 1%%.

Equation (16) can be generalized to include IP with
the following consideration. In IP the list of growth sites
from which the minimal number is selected is not a com-
pact d-dimensional lattice of linear size L, but the fIuctu-
ating fractal boundary of the invaded cluster. Comparing
the list of potential growth sites before and after an f
avalanche, one observes that some sites were invaded dur-
ing this specific avalanche and thereby removed from the
list. In addition, the result of an fo avalanche in IP-2
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and IP-3 may be a new internal "lake" in the invading
cluster, so sites on the lake perimeter are now excluded
from the active boundary as well (see the Appendix). On
the other hand, some new boundary sites may have been
added. We will denote this latter number of new bound-
ary sites added by an avalanche of size R as n, (R).
Since these sites constitute a part of the active boundary
of the region invaded by the avalanche, it is reasonable
to assume that

n„, (R) R (27)

where d~ is the &actal dimension of the active boundary
of the invaded region. All of these new random numbers
are uncorrelated and uniformly distributed between fo
and 1. By replacing the number of covered sites n
with the number of new sites added to the boundary,
n, , we find that Eqs. (16) and (17) apply to IP as
well.

Using Eq. (27) we can derive exponent relations anal-
ogous to Eqs. (23) and (24) for IP: (Af) i (n, )y,

sdII/Ds rds ~ gf(—r i d&/D—)vD —
which gives

~y —uH

d~ —1/v
7 =1+ (28)

p = 1+ (D —d~)v .

Although the exact equations (16) and (17), with n,
replaced with n, are new for invasion percolation, the
scaling relations (28) and (29) are well known. To the
best of our knowledge, they were first derived by Gouyet
[69]. Substitution of Eqs. (29) and (8) into Eq. (10)
simplifies the final form of the transient approach to the
critical state for IP:

»-(s/L') .-'
1 —g~ (s/I, ") (o— a) ~ (s/I") «(o-~) (30)

d —1/v
7 —1 +

p = 1 + (D —d)v .

(31)

(32)

The time required to complete self-organization 8
d+L, (&-~) ~ L~. Equation (30) agrees with results from

[35] obtained using different arguments.
Equation (14) holds for any extremal model wheref; (s) has a well defined threshold level f~ in the ther-

modynamic limit. At the same time, though, Eqs. (16)
and (17) are not valid for the Zaitsev model and LIM.
The reason is that for these two models the distribution
of internal forces left by an fo avalanche is not fiat and
uniform in the interval [f0, 1]. However, as long as this
distribution is not singular in the limit that fo ~ f„and
these internal forces are uncorrelated, as is reasonable to
assume, the result (n, ) (f —fo) i still holds, and,
therefore, the scaling relations (23)—(25) are valid. For
interface models, it is customary to express scaling rela-
tions in terms of D and v as basic exponents. Our scaling
relations will then read

C. Law for stationary states: vy = 0
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FIG. 15. Typical n(s) for the two-dimensional evolution
model.

In this section we derive a law for the activity in the
stationary state for the class of SOC extremal models de-
fined in Sec. II. Recall that an f, avalanche starts when
all sites in the system have random numbers, or internal
forces, above the threshold f, In. the following discus-
sion, we will only consider f, avalanches, and therefore
drop the label f, During the course of the avalanche
there will be sites denoted as active sites, or "particles, "
where the random numbers f; are less than the thresh-
old f, Th. e number of these active sites after s updates
is denoted the "activity" n(s). This quantity is just the
number of sites in the system that have random numbers
less than f, Th.e current avalanche stops when all sites
in the system again have randoin numbers above f„or
when n(s) first returns to zero. Then a new avalanche
will start somewhere else in the system. The probability
distribution for avalanche sizes, P(S) S, is therefore,
by definition, also the probability distribution of interval
lengths between subsequent returns of n(s) to zero.

Figure 15 shows a typical n(s) The co. llection of return
points, fn(s) = 0), forms a &actal with dimension d =
w —1 on the one-dimensional time line. This relationship
for d is explained in the next section [see Eq. (50)]. As
long as d ( 1, the threshold f, is well defined in the
thermodynamic L -+ oo limit. The initiation of a new
avalanche in the stationary state can be viewed as the
injection of a single "particle" into the system. Thus the
average number of return points, or number of injected
particles, added in an interval of 8 steps is nI~J 8".

We examine the average number of active sites S steps
after a single particle has been injected into the system,
(n(S)) S). This quantity is by definition the average
activity ns~~v(S) S ' of the avalanches that survive
S steps multiplied by the probability of survival, P(s' )
S) ~ Si . Avalanches that die out before S steps are
counted with zero particles in the average (n(S)), while
the surviving avalanches are counted with their actual
number of active sites n(S). The quantity ns~~v(S) is
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an average over avalanches that survive S steps, while

(n(S)) is an average over atl avalanches, hence the factor
P(s' ) S). We now utilize the hierarchical nature of the
stationary process: we propose that the activity of the
large avalanches after S steps scales in the same way as
the amount of activity injected into the system during a
time interval of length S:

nsvItv(S) - nlrvq(S), or d, = d = ~ —1 .

That is, there is only one dimension for the activity in
the critical process. Thus

consistent with g = 0 + 0.002 in two dimensions. Figure
16 is our strongest numerical confirmation of the g = 0
prediction. As alluded to earlier, in one dimension there
are larger corrections to scaling and the saturation regime
obtained numerically is smaller, although the overall be-
havior is the same, as shown in Fig. 17. The slope is
decreasing and reaches g = 0.01 + 0.02 at s = 6 x 10 .

The fractal dimension of active sites within a surviving
avalanche is defined by the relation nsvJtv (r)
where r is the spatial extension of the avalanche cluster.
Using the relation s rD and Eq. (33), we Find the
relation

(n(S))—:nsvRv(S) P(s' ) S)- nliv~(S)S' - S', i.e. , g = 0. (34)
df = Dd, = D(~ —1),

In order to illustrate the argument by an elementary
example, consider a simple, uncorrelated one-dimensional
random walk, with the activity increasing or decreasing
by 1 with equal probability at each step. This is the mean
Field, SOC state in many models [50—52]. The infinite
random walk can be viewed as a sequence of avalanches.
These avalanches are, by definition, the intervals between
subsequent returns of the walk to zero. The exponent 7

for the First return times is w = 3/2, so the probability of
s' exceeding S scales as S ~ . The average number of
returns in S steps, nlivg(S) S ~, scales in the same
way as the activity of surviving avalanches after S steps,
nsvnv (S) S ~ . Thus the average activity after S
steps of a single avalanche is (n(S)) Si~ S ~2 So,
and q = 0 rigorously.

Figure 16 shows the average activity of a single
avalanche, (n(S)), in the two-dimensional evolution
model. The exponent g refiects the average activity S
time steps after starting a single realization of the BS
branching process at f The qu. antity (n(S)) saturates
for large S, varying only 2% over four decades; this is

connecting the geometrical properties of the active sites
to the properties of the entire avalanche clusters. Figure
16 (17) also shows nsv~v (S) vs S in two (one) dimen-
sions for the evolution model. At the largest time scales
measured, the slope of the curves yields d, = 0.11+ 0.02
and d, = 0.25 + 0.005 in one and two dimensions. In two
dimensions, this is consistent with our measured value
of w —1 (cf. Fig. 7), but in one dimension our mea-
sured value of ~ —1 is somewhat lower. This is proba-
bly a consequence of the slow convergence of the slope,
as is evident &om Fig. 17. Actually, Grassberger mea-
sured nsvnv (S) S ' for the one-dimensional evolu-
tion model, which agrees with his measured value for ~
[41], and thus with Eq. (33) and i7 = 0.

The usual dynamical exponent relating space and time,
z, where t r 8'j, can also be measured. The
parallel time unit t is difFerent from the sequential time
unit 8. It is defined as the average number of update
steps for changing all active sites, so that time increases
by an amount 1/n(s) at each update, i.e., s ~ s + 1,
t ~ t + 1/n(t). It appears naturally in models for depin-
ning at constant force, for example, because all unstable
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FIG. 16. Average number of active sites (n(S)) vs S
(lower curve) and average activity of surviving avalanches,
nsUni (S), (upper curve) for the two-dimensional evolution
model at f, = 0.3289. The slopes yield d, = 0.25 + 0 005 and
g = 0.0 + 0.002, respectively.

FIG. 17. Average number of active sites (n(S)) and av-
erage activity of surviving avalanches, nsvR&(a), for the
one-dimensional evolution model at f, = 0.6670. The slopes
yield d, = 0.11 + 0.02 and g = 0.01 + 0.02.
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sites move together. We introduce the dynamical expo-
nent z also for the sequential models in order to compare
dynamical critical behavior in the diferent situations.

For this definition of time, clearly s nt and d, +
z/D = 1. Within the superuniversal class where il = 0,
including the extremal SOC models discussed here, the
exponent z is given by the scaling relation

z=D —dg =D(2 —~) . (36)
2-

We measured the dynamical exponent z = 1.19 + 0.05
for the Sneppen model in one dimension as shown in
Fig. 18. This value is close to the theoretically pre-
dicted value z = 1.21, obtained by using Eq. (36) with
D = 1.63 [55], and our measured value of w. We have
also measured the dynamical exponent z for the one- and
two-dimensional evolution models as shown in Fig. 19.
In two dimensions, z = 2.16 6 0.02. Inserting our mea-
sured values for 7 and D into the expression for z we
predict z = 2.20 + 0.04, in fairly good agreement. In one
dimension we find z = 2.26 + 0.05 to be compared with
the somewhat lower measured value 2.10+ 0.05. This
discrepancy again may re8ect slow convergence for the
one-dimensional evolution model. Jovanovic et al. [42]
measured a dynamical exponent (in their notation v~~ /v~)
= 2.1 + 0.1 for the one-dimensional evolution model us-
ing the tree structure of the avalanches. The dynamical
exponent that they measured may be equivalent to our
definition of z, and their result is consistent with our
prediction, again within numerical uncertainty.

An alternative way of deriving g = 0 follows. Consider
either the evolution or Sneppen model in the station-
ary state, and select an arbitrary value fo below f, We.
focus on the number of active sites with random num-
bers below f As expl.ained in the preceding subsec-
tion, when an fo avalanche ends, it leaves behind uncor-
related random numbers uniformly distributed between
fo and 1. As a result, the average number of active sites
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FIG. 18. Parallel time t vs spatial extension r for
the one-dimensional Sneppen model (open dots) and the
one-dimensional TLB model (filled dots). The slopes give
z = 1.19 + 0.05 for the Sneppen model and z = 1.00 + 0.05
for the TLB model.
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FIG. 19. Parallel time t vs spatial extension r for the
two-dimensional (small filled dots) and one-dimensional evo-
lution (large open dots) models. The asymptotic slopes are
z = 2.17 + 0.02 and z = 2.10 + 0.05, respectively.

created, or left behind, by an fo avalanche is exactly
(n, „)y,(f, —fo)/(1 —fo) [see Eq. (17)]. We assume that
when the fo avalanche started the active sites between fo
and f, were distributed on a fractal, with dimension df.
As a result, the average number of actives sites that are
destroyed by the fo avalanche scales as (R"~)y, , where R
is the spatial extension of the avalanche. In the station-
ary, critical state the average number of active sites cre-
ated and destroyed by an fo avalanche must be equal. As-
suming a power law distribution of avalanche sizes with
cutoff R, (f, —fo), we Find

1 = v(d —dt) . (37)

Using the scaling relation, w = 1+ (d —1/v)/D [Eq. (25)]
we again obtain our fundamental result il = dy/D —w +
1 = 0. Equation (37) is reminiscent of the hyperscaling
relation P = v(d —df) valid for equilibrium systems, and
for directed percolation [70].

In order to take this alternative argument over to the
Zaitsev model and I IM, one makes the same assumption
that was made for the p equation, i.e. , the distribution
of internal forces left behind by an fo avalanche is un-
correlated and smooth. We have measured (n(s)) and
ng~~~(s) for the Zaitsev flux creep model [29] in one
dimension, as shown in Fig. 20. These results are con-
sistent with g = 0. Finally, we predict that g = 0 for
invasion percolation.

Although the g = 0 law applies to a broad class of
SOC phenomena, it does not generally apply to systems
that are tuned to be critical, since for non-SOC systems
the critical state may not be stationary. For instance,
in directed percolation il = dy/D —w + 1 0.21 [71] in
one dimension. Also, in directed percolation the &actal
dimension of active sites obeys a hyperscaling relation
dy = d —D(~ —1). This hyperscaling relation is incon-
sistent with the relation dy = D(7 —1) that holds for
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FIG. 20. (n(S)) and ns~~v (S) for the one-dimensional Za-
itsev model with L = 10 . d, = 0.15 + 0.03. The asymptotic
value of the slope of (n(S)) is g = 0.0 + 0.006.

D. Backward avalanches

The dynamics of extremal models forms a hierarchical
structure. We have defined fo avalanches as the activ-
ity between subsequent moments in time when the signal

the extremal SOC models that we study. Thus directed
percolation does not belong to the superuniversal class
de6ned by the dimension independent law g = 0.

The models for depinning at constant force, such as
the TLB model or parallel LIM, also do not in general
obey rl = 0, or the corollary results df = D(7. —1) and
z = D(2 —w). For example, in the one-dimensional TLB
model at constant force, it has been predicted and con-
firmed numerically that z = 1 [62]. Our measured value
for this model z = 1.00 + 0.05, as shown in Fig. 18,
is consistent with this prediction. Since D 1.63 and

1.26 are the same as for the Sneppen model (see
Sec. VI), one can compare with the difFerent prediction
z 1.21 based on the g = 0 law. Since g is not zero for
the tuned depinning models at constant force, while it is
zero for the SOC depinning models, the critical dynamics
of a self-organizing system are different Rom the critical
dynamics of a tuned system. Thus SOC cannot be sim-

ply viewed as sweeping an instability [43]. If the TLB
model were to be studied at constant velocity, we predict
that g = 0 and z 1.21, as for the SOC (Sneppen) case.
Thus the dynamical critical exponents, such as z, depend
on how the depinning transition is probed.

The existence of a stationary limit may imply that
g = 0 for a very broad class of SOC models, beyond
those studied here. In addition, Pietronero [25] and co-
workers explicitly make use of the stationary limit in the
fixed scale transformation method. This suggests that
stationarity may potentially provide more powerful tools
to understand SOC and fractal growth phenomena in a
wider range of systems.

f; (s) is larger than an auxiliary parameter fo T. hen,
as the parameter fo is decreased, larger avalanches are
subdivided into smaller ones because new breaking points
appear. For the sake of clarity in this section, we will
now refer to avalanches de6ned by this speci6c rule as
fo punctuating avalanches, since they correspond to a
sequence of events between subsequent punctuations of
the fo barrier by the signal f; (s) A.nother way of look-
ing at the hierarchy is to define avalanches by a slightly
difFerent rule. According to the new rule, a forward
avalanche begins at every time step 8. It runs as long
as f; (s + s') ( f;„(s),and will stop at the first mo-
ment s+ S forward in time when f; (s+ S) & f; (s)
This avalanche is similar to an fo punctuating avalanche,
except that now we set fo exactly to the value of the sig-
nal f;„(s) at the starting point of the avalanche. In
the evolution model, the mapping to the BS branching
process proves that the probability to have an fo punctu-
ating avalanche of size 8 is exactly the same as the con-
ditional probability to have a forward avalanche of this
size, given that the value of the signal at the beginning of
the avalanche was fo That. is, the exact knowledge of the
value of the signal f, (s) & fo at the starting point of
an fo avalanche does not influence its statistics. This fol-
lows from the observation that the site carrying f, (s)
gets a new random number at the very 6rst time step of
the avalanche and all the information about its previous
value is erased &om the system. Therefore the condi-
tional probability Pg(S, fo) to have a forward avalanche
of size S, given that the signal at its starting point was
equal to fo, is exactly equal to the probability P(S, fo) to
have an fo punctuating avalanche of size S. Then from
Eq. (11)

&x(S fo) = P(S fo) = S g(S(f. —fo)'~ ) .

For the other models we lack a rigorous proof, so we
simply conjecture that both Pf (S, fo) and P(S, fo) scale
[e.g. , Eq. (11)] with the same exponents 7 and o, but
with possibly difFerent scaling functions gf (x) and g(x).
With this assumption, the results which follow in this
section also apply to the other SOC extremal models.

To study the properties of the signal under time
reversal it is useful to deFine backward av alan che8.
Now we look for the first moment back in time whenf,„(s—S) & f; (s) = fo The defini. tions of both for-
ward and backward avalanches are illustrated in Fig. 21.
This 6gure demonstrates the hierarchy in the avalanche
structure: all forward and backward avalanches that start
inside one big forward (backward) avalanche are con-
strained to not go beyond the limits of the parental
avalanche and, therefore, can be considered to be its
subavalanches. Each subavalanche in turn has its own
subavalanches, and so on. One can look at the entire ac-
tivity in an extremal model as one great parental critical
avalanche, which began in the distant past. It contains
subavalanches of all sizes.

Since all extremal processes are intrinsically irre-
versible, it is possible to have different statistical proper-
ties for the forward and backward avalanches. In analogy
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FIG. 21. The hierarchical structure of backward and for-
ward avalanches. The avalanches that started inside a larger
parental avalanche are completely contained within it.

with Eq. (38), we conjecture a scaling form for the con-
ditional backward avalanche probability distribution:

Pb(S, fo) = gS gb(S(f. —fo)'~ ),
where gb(x) is a scaling function that rapidly decays to
zero for x &) 1. We will prove later that the cutoff ex-
ponent o in this expression is the same for both forward
and backward avalanches, while the power-law exponents
~b and ~ are difFerent. In fact vb & 1, so that a normal-
ization factor 1/N must be included in the conditional
probability distribution for backward avalanches.

According to Eq. (18), the minimal numbers selected
at difFerent time steps are distributed with probability
density p(f~;~ =.- fo) (f, —fo)~, where p = is
the critical exponent governing the divergence of the av-
erage punctuating avalanche size. The distribution of
all forward avalanches, Pg "(S), is obtained by integrat-
ing the conditional probability from Eq. (38) with the
proper weight from Eq. (18) to give

Th e exponent wb does not enter into the final expression
for Pb ' (S) as long as wb ( 1. The exponent for the dis-
tribution of all backward avalanches is model and dimen-
sion dependent and is related to the usual fo avalanche
distribution exponent ~.

In numerical simulations, the exponent w is convention-
ally measured from the distribution P(S, fo) of fo punc-
tuating avalanches with the value of fo carefully chosen as
close as possible to the actual threshold f, Si.nce back-
ward avalanches are defined. at every time step, while
P(S, fo) gets contributions only when f; (s) ) f
th

min 0 )

t e distribution Pb (S) has much better statistics than
P(S, fo) after the same number of time steps. It is also
very convenient that Pb (S) automatically has no cutoff,
so one does not need to know f, in order to measure its
power law. Thus Pb (S) provides, in principle, a very
accurate way to measure w for the extremal SOC models
discussed here. However, we have not yet pushed this
technique to its ultimate limit.

We have measured ~b
——3 —7 in the one-dimensional

Sneppen model, and the one- and two-dimensional LIM's.
These results are shown in Figs. 22 and 23. For the
Sneppen model, our numerical results &om the backward
avalanche distribution give w = 1.255 6 0.02, in agree-
ment with the value of 1.25 + 0.05 measured by Tang
and Leshhorn [54], and v = 1.26 6 0.01 measured by us
(Fig. 24) using the conventional method. The LIM re-
sults, 7qD ——1.13 + 0.03 and 72D ——1.29 + 0.03, are in
agreement with the results &om numerical simulations
on self-afIine one-dimensional interfaces in porous media
from [60], and two-dimensional domain walls in the ran-
dom field Ising model [61]. This supports the possibility
that these models might be in the universality class of
the LIM; a more detailed comparison is made in Sec. VI.

A study of backward avalanches leads to an exponent
relation for wb, and a proof that fo backward avalanches
have the same cutoff as fo punctuating (or forward)
avalanches. For the sake of simplicity we concentrate
on the case of the evolution model, where the only as-

f.
Pg "(S) = &x(S Jo) &(&-- = J'o)dj"o

0
f.

g(S(f. —fo)'~ ) (f. —fo)' '
dfo

~—~—~(2—~)(~ (40) co0

-10

—12
0

log„s

FIG. 22. The overall distribution of backward avalanches
in the 1D Sneppen model. The slope of the curve gives

all = 3 —7 = 1.745 + 0.02. We simulated 10 time steps
in a system of size L = 1000.(41)

The unexpected result is that the exponent for this distri-
bution has the 8uperuniversal value —2 in all dimensions.

For the distribution of all backward avalanches
1, and the normalization factor 1/N

1/ f~ S 'gb(S(f, —fo)~~ )dS = (f, —fo) - enters.
Integrating Eq. (39) gives

(~) = f Ii(~, fo) P(f =f0)~fo'
$'—&$ —~(~—~)/~ ~(2 &)j~
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FIG. 23. The overall distribution of backward avalanches
in 1D (open circles) and 2D (closed circles) LIM. In 1D, the
slope of the curve corresponds to 7&" ——3 —7 = 1.87 from
simulations of 5 x 10 time steps in a system of size L = 3000.
In 2D, the slope of the curve corresponds to v&" ——3—w = 1.71
from simulations of 10 time steps in a system of size 300 x 300.
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sumption is that the scaling forms Eqs. (38) and (39) for
the avalanche distributions exist. With the additional
assumptions that have already been mentioned, the re-
sulting scaling relations also apply to the other SOC ex-
tremal models de6ned in Sec. II.

Consider an arbitrary fp punctuating avalanche. The
probability distribution P(S, fp) for the size S of this
avalanche is given by Eq. (38). For this fp punctuat-
ing avalanche to be also a valid fp backward avalanche,
starting at s + S and running backwards in time down
to s, one needs f; (s + S) = fp We ne.xt calculate
what fraction of fp punctuating avalanches are also fp
backward avalanches. Suppose we have a temporal se-
quence f; (s) which is an ensemble of N fp punctuat-
ing avalanches, where N is a sufBciently large number.

Ps(S, fp) S"i P(S, fp), (42)

where the proportionality constant is determined &om
the normalization condition P& ~ Ps(S, fp) = 1.

Intuitively, it is clear that larger fp punctuating
avalanches afI'ect a larger number of sites. These larger
avalanches are more likely to leave behind a new random
number between fo and fp + dfp and thus constitute a
valid fp backward avalanche. This explains why the dis-
tribution of backward avalanches acquires an additional
factor of S"~D compared to punctuating (or forward)
avalanches. Equation (42) shows that both forward and
backward avalanche distributions have the same cutofF as
a function of fp, and their power-law exponents obey the
relation rs = w —d/D.

From Eq. (31), we get a particularly simple expression
for vg.

d —I/v d
1 + —1

vD
=1 —o.

Since cr must be positive, this proves that wg ( 1 and
confirms a posteriori the validity of Eq. (41).

All equations in this section apply to IP with the di-
mension d replaced with d~ (see the Appendix). The im-
portance of forward avalanches in IP was 6rst recognized
by Roux and Gouyon [35]. However, they made some
erroneous assumptions which led to incorrect scaling re-
lations. Our exponent relations agree well with their nu-
merical results, though. For IP-2, where d~ ——1.75 and
D = 1.89, they measured ~&

' ——1.50 + 0.04 which is
consistent with our prediction 7&

——1.47 based on Eq.
(43) and the assumption that v = 4/3 as in ordinary
percolation [63].

The average number of fp punctuating avalanches of size
S in such an ensemble is given by N(S) = NP(S, fp).
At the end of any fp avalanche of size S, n, sites have
acquired new random numbers. If the avalanches are
compact, then n „S"/' . All these random numbers
are uncor7elated and uniformly distributed between fp
and 1. To have f; (s + S) = fp we need the minimal
number in the system to lie between fp and fp+dfp Th. is
number can be only at one of these n, updated sites,
since at the beginning of the avalanche every number in
the system was larger than fp Th.e probability that at
least one of these numbers will be between fp and fp+dfp
is given by n, z"~& S+D z"~& . The number Ns(S) of
valid fp backward avalanches of size S in our ensemble is

Na(S)dfo = NP(S~ fo)n z"~& NP(S, fp)S"~
Therefore the conditional probability distribution of fp
backward avalanches obeys

-5- E. Levy flight distribution

4 6

Iog S
FIG. 24. Distribution of avalanches from simulations of the

1D Sneppen model for I = 2 x 10 and f = 0.4614. The
asymptotic slope of the log-log plot gives w = 1.26+ 0.01.

In the stationary state, the minimal site jumps
throughout the system in a correlated and anomalous
fashion which has some similarity to the usual Levy Qight
picture. Speci6cally, one can record the spatial location

(s) of the current extremal site (with the smallest
random number) as a function of time s [29,31,32]. The
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distribution P~„„(r)of jumps r = ~r; (s) r—;„(s—1)
~

between subsequent extremal sites follows a power law:

P~-n(r) - r (44)

This behavior is reminiscent of the Levy Bight random
walk (LFRW), where at every time step the walker jumps
in a random direction by a distance that is drawn &orn
a power-law distribution. In contrast to the uncorre-
lated LFRW, the jumps of activity in extremal models
are temporally correlated, so that even if vr & 3 and,
therefore, the jump distribution has Gnite erst and sec-
ond moments, the process does not necessarily reduce to
ordinary diffusion.

The exponent vr can be related to other exponents as
follows. Consider a backward avalanche that started at
time step s. Suppose it has size S. By definition, f; (s
S) ) f;„(s),while f; (s —k) & f;„(s) for 1 & k &
S —1. Looking at the same sequence of events forward
in time &om time step s —S to 8, one notices that the
forward avalanche with frj ——f, (s —S) that was started
at time step s —S is still running at 8. At this moment
8, n „S"/ sites acquired new random numbers since
time step 8 —S. The active sites at time steps 8 and s —1
are both rigorously constrained to belong to this speci6c
set of covered sites.

Looking further back in time one may Gnd another
forward avalanche, which is still running at time step
8. Say it started at time step 8 —S' ( s —S with
f;„(s—S') ) f;„(s—S), and has covered a larger spa-
tial region B' S' / . Such an avalanche will contain
the avalanche that started at time step s —S as one of its
subavalanches. Active sites at time steps 8 and s —1 will
obviously belong to the bigger spatial region of size B' as
well. The importance of the backward avalanche is that it
automatically selects the smallest forward avalanche con-
taining both sites r; (s —1) and r, (s) and, therefore,
imposes the most restrictive constraint on their relative
positions.

For the evolution model, we proceed by showing that
(1) the position of activity r,„(s) at time step s is
equally likely to be at one of the n sites with new
random numbers; (2) it is uncorrelated with the previ-
ous position of the active site r, (s —1), within the
set of n, sites. To do this we will again use the pow-
erful observation that any fo avalanche of size S leaves
in its wake a set of uncorrelated random numbers. For
our avalanche in question we can set fo equal to f; (s).
Then n „new numbers are uniformly distributed be-
tween fo and 1 and are equally likely to host the current
global minimum. Looking at the n „sites at time step
8 —1, just before the update was performed, one observes
that almost all of these sites have already acquired their
final uncorrelated number between fo and 1. The only
sites which can potentially be active and, therefore, cor-
related are r; (s —1) itself and its nearest neighbors.
Because at the next time step the fo avalanche dies out,
all 2d+ 1 new random numbers created at this last time
step must be larger than fo They simply . join the rest of
the n sites, which already have their random numbers
between fo and 1, and become indistinguishable from

them. Therefore the position of the active site at time
step 8 is uncorrelated &om the particular position, within
the set of n „sites, of the active site at time step s —1.
This 6nishes the proof that the current jump of activ-
ity r = ~r,„(s) —r;„(s—1)~ for the evolution model
is bounded only by the linea, r size R of the backward
avalanche that starts at time step 8. We propose that
this bound also holds for the other extremal models con-
sidered here.

Given this bound, the probability Pz„„(r ) R, ) to
have a jump distance r larger than Bo for large Bo scales
in the same way as the probability to have a backward
avalanche of linear size B larger than Bo, or, alterna-
tively, volume S larger than Rg. Therefore, P~ „(r )

D( all
Ro) P& (S ) Ro ) = Ro ' . Substituting the
expression for 7$" from Eq. (41) into this relation and
diBerentiating with respect to Bo, we get the final ex-
pression for the exponent vr,

x = 1+D(2 —~) . (45)
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FIG. 25. The distribution of jumps between subsequent
minimal sites in the 1D evolution model. The slope of the
straight line corresponds to vr = 3.23. We simulated 5 x 10
time steps in the system of size L = 3000.

This expression is in agreement with the result vr = 1 +
p/v = 1+vD(2 —7 )/v = 1+D(2 —v) which was derived
for the Sneppen model using difFerent methods in [55 .
For invasion percolation, the relation between a and w&

was first derived by Roux and Guyon [35 . Unfortunately
they had an erroneous expression for 'Tg

Based on Eq. (45) and our numerical values for D and
w, we predict vr = 3.26 (vr = 3.20) in the one- (two-)
dimensional evolution model. We have measured the ex-
ponent vr = 3.23+ 0.02 (Fig. 25), and Jovanovic et al.
[42] also measured m = 3.1 6 0.2 in the one-dimensional
evolution model. In the one- (two-) dimensional LIM,
vr = 2.93 6 0.01 (Fig. 26) [vr = 2.89 6 0.03 (Fig. 27)].
These results also agree with Eq. (45) and the numeri-
cal values we obtained for the exponents D and 7. For
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lowing one after another. At any given time step s, there
is one and only one lattice site where activity occurs.
The extremal character of this dynamics lies in the fact
that this site is always selected by the global minimum
(or xnaximum) of some local driving force. The activity
of the model in the critical steady state is highly corre-
lated. It forms an anisotropic fractal in (d+ 1)- (d spatial
and one texnporal) dimensional space [40]. An example
of this &actal activity pattern for the one-dimensional
evolution model was shown in Fig. 1. We recall that
one characteristic exponent of this &actal is its mass di-
mension D. This dimension relates S, the total amount
of activity within a certain time interval, to the spatial
extent, or range of activity, R, through

—9
0

log„r
S R (46)

FIG. 26. The distribution of jumps between subsequent
minimal sites in the 1D I IM. The slope of the straight line is
m = 2.93. We simulated 5 x 10 time steps in the system of
size L = 3000.

the one-dimensional Sneppen model, we predict vr = 2.21;
Sneppen and Jensen measured vr = 2.25 60.05 [72], while
Tang and Leschhorn measured m = 2.20 + 0.05. In two
dimensions, Falk et al. [73] measured vr = 2.2+0.2 consis-
tent with our prediction based on their measured values

y = 0.50 + 0.03 and 7 = 1.45 + 0.03. For Ip-3 Furuberg
et at. xneasured vr = 2.1 + 0.1 [74], which is consistent
with their measured value d~ ——1.37 and D = 1.82 and
Eqs. (43) and (45).

V. THE FKACTAL PATTEH. N OF ACTIVITY

For the SOC extremal models discussed in this article,
the dynamics consists of a series of extremal events fol-

Due to the sequential character of activity, S is trivially
equal to the number of time steps within a selected time
interval.

We have already mentioned that in extremal models
there exists a purely geometrical &actal property of the
pattern of activity. The distribution of distances (Levy
jumps) between subsequent xnixximal sites, r;„(s),obeys
a power law P~„„(r) r . This fractal property was
described using backward avalanches in Sec. IV E.

The pattern of activity has another feature where cuts
in different directions are &actals themselves. Since the
pattern is anisotropic, cuts in different directions have
different mass dimensions. The cuts in the spatial direc-
tion, at an arbitrary point in time s, are in fact trivial:
there is only one active site at any given time. Each cut
has exactly one point of activity. The &actal properties
of cuts in the time direction 8 at a given point in space are
more interesting. Looking at Fig. 1, one can see that the
activity has a tendency to revisit sites. At any given site,
the activity is recurrent in time, and can be considered
to be a "fractal renewal process" [75]. The collection of
return points on the one-dimensional time axis forms a
&actal with dimension 0 & d & 1. As in earlier sections,
we assume that the projection of the activity pattern onto
the original d-dimensional lattice forms a dense, compact
region of dimension d. Thus we can consider the activity
pattern within a spatial region R" to be composed of R"
one-dimensional &actal time lines. In order to encom-
pass all of the activity, each time line has a length R
The number of points of the activity cluster which fall
on any given time line scales as d. Here, we assume also
that there is only one dimension d and no multi&actal
properties of these points on each time line. Thus the
quantity R"R ", the total number of active sites in all
time lines, must scale in the same way as the mass of the
entire cluster, S R . This gives an exponent relation:

-6
0

d= 1 —dID. (47)

log„r

FIG. 27. The distribution of jumps between subsequent
minimal sites in the 2D LIM. The slope of the straight line
corresponds to vr = 2.89. We simulated 10 time steps in a
system of size 300 x 300.

Note that the exponent d is not defined for IP.
Complex spatiotemporal &actal patterns also can be

observed in non-SOC systems when their parameters are
fine tuned so that they become critical. These avalanche
patterns again are characterized by the &actal dimen-
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B BR" d= (48)

Note that this relation contains Eq. (47) as a limiting
case when z = D and d, t ——0 (one active site at any
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FIG. 28. The pattern of active sites in (1+1)-dimensional
bond directed percolation.

sions of different cuts. Exponent relations analogous to
Eq. (47) are obtained below.

For example, let us consider a large, Gnite directed per-
colation cluster on a (8+1)-dimensional lattice. A part of
such a cluster is shown in Fig. 28 for d = 1. This cluster
is asymmetric with respect to the t direction. Recall that
in DP all sites are updated in parallel, so that t —+ t + 1
when all n(t) sites have been advanced. Self-similarity
requires that the duration T scales with the spatial ex-
tent in any one of the d directions perpendicular to time,
R, as T B where z is the usual dynamical exponent
relating space and time. The total size of the cluster, S,
scales with the spatial extent as S R, where D is the
avalanche dimension. Unlike the previous sequential ex-
ample, we now have more than one active site at a given
time step. Thus T and S represent different quantities
and the corresponding exponents z and D relating them
to spatial size R are not equal to each other. In order
to compute D, usually the cluster is partitioned into R
equal time slices. Each such slice contains n, z

R" "
points of the cluster. This method of partitioning the
cluster gives R B R" " so the avalanche dimension
is given by D = z+ d &. As in the previous example, the
avalanche cluster can be composed as R" one-dimensional
&actals, parallel to the time axis, which each contain T"
parts of the cluster. Consequently,

where

PszRsT(&) - &
'"' for & )) 1 . (49)

If 7FIRsT & 2 then the divergence at the upper limit
must cancel the T term, so that T n(T)T2
This leads to the scaling relation

d —'TFIRST (50)

connecting the &actal dimension of return points to the
distribution of hole sizes.

The second distribution P~z, z, (l, t) is the probability
that activity at position 0 at time 0 will be at r at time
t. This quantity does not obey the same normalization
condition as PRzRsy. Instead f Pgz, z, (r", t) dr = K, where
N is the average number of active sites. P~z.z, (O, t) is
the probability for the activity at time t to revisit a site
that was visited at time 0. Unlike PRzRsT (t) it does not
require that the return is the 6rst return of activity, so it
is often referred to as the distribution of all return times.
Since n(T) is simply the sum of all returns of activity to
a particular site up to time T, we have

n(E+ 1) —n(t) = P~z, z, (0, t) (51)

Assuming a power-law form P~z, z (0, t) t "~~ for t ))
1, one gets for wALL

d=1 —wALL . (52)

Comparing Eqs. (50) and (52) gives the general relation

'TFIRST + &ALL = 2 for 7FIRST + 2

connecting the "lifetime" exponents for the first and all
returns of activity.

Recently, Ito [76] has examined the International Seis-
mological Center data of California earthquakes and has
found that the "all" and "first" return time distributions
for earthquakes to return to a given location are power
laws over approximately two decades with characteristic
exponents that obey Eq. (53), i.e. , ~z zRsT --1.4 and
vALL —0.5. In addition, he found that the distribution
of jumps between subsequent hypocenters of earthquakes

given time step).
Knowledge of the exponent d enables us to calculate

two important distributions characterizing return times
of activity to a given point in space. As a result, it also
characterizes the power spectrum of local activity. The
first return probability distribution PRzRsT (t) is the dis-
tribution of "hole" sizes, or intervals, separating subse-
quent return points of activity. Here t is the size of the
hole (either in parallel time t or sequential time s). This
distribution is normalizable; f~ PRzRsT (t)dt = 1. The
average total number of return points, n(T), in an inter-
val of length T is given by the &actal dimension of return
points as n(T) T". It can be related to the first return
probability

T
n(T) = T —n(T) PyzRsT (t)t'dt,
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may also be a power law with an exponent vr —1.7. This
is a remarkable demonstration of the generality of our
results.

A. 1/ f noise and punctuated equilibria

Since P~-(0, ') is the autocorrelation function of the
activity, the power spectrum is simply

S(f)= f Patt(o, t)e t'dt' (54)

The mathematical relationship between return times and
the power spectrum was derived previously using difer-
ent methods by Lowen and Teich [75]. Here we have
shown that 1/f type noise emerges naturally in both
self-organized and non-self-organized critical systems as
a consequence of avalanche dynamics. As a result, the
actual exponent d that characterizes the noise is deter-
mined by the dimension D of the avalanches. Equations
(47), (48), and (54) establish a formal connection be-
tween 1/ f noise and fractal scaling behavior, i.e. , spa-
tiotemporal complexity, in both tuned and self-organized
critical models.

Model dependent behavior occurs between the upper
critical and lower critical dimension. In the mean 6eld
limit, or above the upper critical dimension, the activity
is barely able to return and 7FIRsT ——7.~I,L,

——1. As
a result, the power spectrum S(f) 1/f corresponds
to white noise. On the other hand, at the lower critical
dimension, the activity becomes dense in time and d ~
1. In this case, the power spectrum S(f) 1/f, with
logarithmic corrections.

Equations (47)—(54) were checked by numerical simula-
tions. We simulated bond DP on a square lattice in 1+1
dixnensions at f = 0.6445 for L = 3000. The data shown
in Fig. 29, ~FIRsT —1.86 and 7gI,I. 0.14, are in agree-
ment with the theoretical prediction 7FIRsT ——1.84+0.02
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and T""= 0.16 6 0.02 based on the exponents D and z
in Ref. [77]. Also S(f) 1/fo ' in 1+1 dimensions.
In d = 1 we simulated the BS branching process at
branching probability f = 0.667 and averaged over —10s
mutations to obtain Fig. 30. Our measured values are
7FIRsT = 1.58+ 0.02 and &~I,L,

——0.42+0.02, quite close
to the predicted values 1.59 and 0.41, respectively. Simi-
lar results were found for d = 2, at branching probability
f = 0.390, TFxRsz 1.28 and v'"" 0.70, to be com-
pared with 1.31 and 0.69 &om the formulas above. The
predictedpowerspectrumis S(f) 1/f s ind=1and
S(f) ~ 1/ f x in d = 2. We xneasured the power spec-
trum S(f) 1/fess for the one-dimensional evolution
xnodel as shown in Fig. 31(a), and S(f) 1/f for
the two-dimensional evolution model, as shown in Fig.
31(b).

The evolution model was introduced in an attempt to
model punctuated equilibria in biological evolution. Fig-
ure 32 shows the accumulated number of activations, or
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FIG. 29. Distribution of return times for bond DP on a

square lattice for f = 0.6445 and I = 3000. The asymptotic
slopes give TFIRsT 1.86 and 7~1.1. 0.14.

FIG. 30. Return times for the BS branching process. (a)
1D process at branching probability f = 0.667 averaged
over 10 mutations. The corresponding exponents are
~FIRsT — 1.58 and Tzr, z 0.42. (b) 2D process at
f = 0.3289 averaged over 10 mutations. TFxRsT 1.28
and 7A.L,I, 0.70.
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U)
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returns to a given site, for the one-dimensional evolu-
tion model. In terms of the model, these accumulated
returns would roughly correspond to accumulated muta-
tions in a given species. The resulting devil's staircase
shows plateaus of stasis interrupted by bursts of activ-
ity. The plateaus have a power-law distribution in sizes
decaying as S "'~ ~. This staircase behavior is qualita-
tively similar to the punctuated equilibrium behavior ob-
served for the evolution of real species [13]. This suggests
that the punctuations for a single species are correlated
to the avalanches in the global ecology.
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-2 VI. INTERFACE DEPINNING
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FIG. 32. Punctuated equilibria. The curve shows the ac-
cumulated number of times a speci6c site is visited, or is the
minimal site, in the one-dimensional evolution model. This
would roughly correspond to the accumulated number of mu-
tations in a particular species. The pattern of change is step-
wise rather than being smooth.

FIG. 31. Power spectrum for (a) the one- and (b) the
two-dimensional evolution model.

So far, the main emphasis in this article has been
on a class of extremal SOC models. In Sec. IV, we
started comparing these extremal models with their con-
stant force parallel counterparts, where all currently ac-
tive sites are updated in parallel at each time step. Here
we discuss the relationship between tuned and SOC mod-
els of interface depinning in more detail.

The behavior of an interface driven in the presence
of quenched random pinning forces appears in a wide
variety of contexts. These include, among others, fluid
invasion in a porous medium [59], the motion of mag-
netic domain walls [61], flux lines, or charge density
waves [17,78,79] in the presence of quenched disorder.
The depinning transition in the charge density wave sys-
tem has previously been described in terms of avalanche
dynamics in sandpile models [17,79]. The notion of an
external force can be easily incorporated into the rules
of the models we have discussed. Applying an external
force fo means moving in parallel all sites having their
local "depinning" force f; ( Jp. Below the threshold
force f„ the interface is pinned in one of many possible
metastable states. An external force greater than the
threshold causes the interface to move with a finite aver-
age velocity which vanishes continuously at a depinning
transition. The instantaneous velocity, proportional to
the density of active sites, fluctuates in time around its
average value.

Instead of tuning the force to the depinning thresh-
old, the velocity may be tuned. In this case, the force
fluctuates in time, in such a way that the instantaneous
velocity is constant. The depinning transition at con-
stant velocity is reached as the limit when the imposed
velocity vanishes. The instantaneous interface velocity
in discrete lattice models is simply proportional to the
current density of active sites: v = cn q/L, where c
is a constant of O(l). We restore the rules of SOC ex-
tremal interface models if we require that strictly one
site is moving at any given time step and this site is se-
lected as the most unstable in the whole system, i.e. , the
global minimum of f; This corre. sponds to the interface
velocity v,~z

——cI ". Some of the critical properties of
the model driven at constant velocity are the same as at
constant force but others are difFerent. It is interesting
to note that Wilkinson and Willemsen [33] introduced
invasion percolation as a modification of earlier models
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[34] that were driven at constant force. As they noted,
the introduction of extremal dynamics corresponds to the
constant @clot"ity invasion process in the limit of vanish-
ing velocity.

Theoretical studies of interface depinning have concen-
trated along two main directions. One theoretical ap-
proach has been to apply a functional renormalization
group procedure to a variety of different depinning phe-
nomena [79,80]. This has yielded both perturbative re-
sults and results that have been claimed to be exact. For
example, for the LIM defined by Eq. (1), it has been
claimed [65] that the roughness exponent y = (4 —d)/3
exactly. Another theoretical approach has been to con-
sider simple lattice models for these phenomena, which
may, due to their simplicity, be analytically tractable.

Several of the parallel lattice models defined in Sec. II
describe interface depinning at constant force. The LIM
and TLB model presumably describe the depinning of
magnetic domain walls having purely linear force terms,
and other elastic interfaces having nonlinear force terms,
respectively [81]. Sneppen was the first to introduce a
self-organized critical extremal model dedicated to in-
terface depinning; similarly a SOC, or constant velocity,
variant of the LIM model can be constructed [40]. The
general properties of these SOC models have been ana-
lyzed in the preceding sections. Our main results were
the derivation of two exact equations, a stationarity con-
dition, and numerous exponent relations. These scaling
relations are summarized in Table I.

We now discuss how our results may be generalized to
the tuned depinning models driven by constant external
force. Here, we only analyze the behavior as the depin-
ning transition is approached &om below. In this limit,
we will show that the tuned and SOC variants have the
same avalanche dimension D, the same avalanche dis-
tribution exponent v, and the same roughness exponent
y. However, the exponents that describe propagating ac-
tivity within avalanches are different. In particular, the
stationarity law g = 0 does not necessarily hold for the
tuned models at constant force, although it does hold for
the extremal SOC models. This implies that the &actal
dimension of activity dy and the dynamical exponent z
can also be different in these two cases. These results are
verified numerically.

We first concentrate on the case of the Sneppen and
TLB models which are constant velocity and constant
force versions of the same depinning phenomenon. Let us
recall the definition of the fo avalanche in the Sneppen
model. This avalanche intervenes between subsequent
punctuations of the barrier fo by the signal f; (s),
which is the extremal value of the pinning farce. Geo-
metrically, an fo avalanche takes the interface from one
critical "blocking surface" where all the random numbers
are greater than or equal to fo to another fo blocking sur-
face, as shown in Fig. 3. Tang and Leschhorn [54] showed
that in one dimension these blocking surfaces correspond
to percolating paths on a directed percolation cluster,
formed by all sites with f, ( fo. Given a collection of
random pinning forces f(x, h, ), and an initial interface
configuration identifying with a critical blocking surface,
the next blocking surface that is encountered under Snep-

pen dynamics is the same blocking surface that would
be encountered in an equivalent parallel model, i.e., the
TLB model, driven with an applied force fo T. he order
in which the sites between these two blocking surfaces are
invaded is completely different, though. In the Sneppen
model, one always chooses the smallest random pinning
force, f; In. the TLB model, one advances all sites
where f; & fo in parallel. Nevertheless, the difFerence
between the initial interface configuration and the final
configuration, given by the two blocking surfaces, is the
same for the two models. Thus the TLB model has the
same threshold f„roughness exponent y of blocking sur-
faces, and avalanche distribution P(S, fo). This has been
confirmed numerically in Refs. [32,54,62,45,73].

The roughness exponent y characterizes the saturation
width m of the height Huctuations in a system of size I.,
so that m2 = ((Ii —(h))2) L2x [82,83]. The roughness
exponent y and the avalanche dimension D are related
via

The logic behind this relation is as follows. (1) The set
of sites advanced at least once during the course of an
avalanche is assumed to form a compact object having
the same dimension d as the interface substrate. In d = 1
any connected set is also compact so this assumption is
obviously valid. In higher dimensions, we are not aware
of any proof that the avalanches are compact. (2) It is
assumed that there are no multi&actal features of the
measure, defined as a total number of updates during an
avalanche, on the set of n sites. Namely, there is only
one scale characterizing the number of times each site
covered by the avalanche is updated. If both conditions
(1) and (2) are satisfied, the avalanche volume, which in
extremal models is simply proportional to its temporal
duration 8, can be written as R"B&, and the relation
(55) is satisfied. On the other hand, it is not completely
inconceivable that in high enough dimensions one of the
assumptions can be wrong for the interface models. In
particular, this would occur in dimensions above the up-
per critical dimension of the model, if an upper critical
dimension exists. Then Eq. (55) no longer holds, and
D, the avalanche dimension, can be smaller than d, the
dimension of the substrate. The results of the numerical
simulations of the TLB model reported in [44,45] suggest
that the relation (55) inay be valid in dimensions as high
as d=4.

Taking into account these assumptions, our results
contained in Sec. IV 8, which were derived for the Snep-
pen model, directly apply to its parallel counterpart —the
TLB model.

The critical dynamics of the interface as it propagates
&om one blocking surface to another may be different
in the constant velocity (SOC) and constant force inter-
face models. This difference is not restricted to a trivial
time redefinition, where in extremal versions the tempo-
ral duration of an avalanche is simply proportional to its
volume, while in parallel versions these quantities differ
because all active sites are advanced in parallel. What
is more interesting is that even the &actal dimension dy
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of active sites (sites with f, ( fo) is different in these
two cases. Since the dynamics of the Sneppen model is
stationary, the dynamical exponent g = 0. There is no
such stationarity condition in the TLB model at constant
force; thus g is not necessarily zero in that model. In fact,
in one dimension Tang and Leschhorn [62] have argued
that z = 1 exactly for the TLB model at constant force,
in contrast to z = D —dy 1.21 which is predicted as
a corollary of the g = 0 law for the Sneppen model and
which was measured in Fig. 18. In fact, we measured
z for the TLB model, as also shown in Fig. 18, and
confirmed the z = 1 prediction and previous numerical
results [62,45]. This demonstrates that the dynamical
critical exponents in SOC and tuned critical phenomena
can be different.

It is possible, though, that these differences may be-
come smaller or disappear entirely for tuned and SOC
versions as the substrate dimension increases. The nu-
merical simulations of the TLB model in dimensions up
to d = 4 [44,45] may possibly support this point of view.
One of the consequences of the g = 0 law is that the
exponents they defined as w, „„„and h would satisfy the
relation 8 = dy/z = 7;„„„—1. This relation is obviously
violated in the one-dimensional model where they [44]
report w, „„+„=1.46(2) and h& + ) = 0.60(3), which once
again rules out g = 0 for the one-dimensional TLB model.
Their results for higher dimensions h( + ) = 1.14(6),

$(4+i) = 1.9(2), and r(„„„)= 3.0(2), however, seem to
obey the g = 0 relations within their numerical uncer-
tainties. We do not know whether this apparent agree-
ment in dimension d & 1 is simply a numerical coinci-
dence.

A similar argument that in tuned and self-organized
versions of the model the exponents 7 and D are the
same, while g in general is different, can be applied to the
LIM. In this model, the advancexnent at any given site
can never cause a neighboring unstable site to become
stable; the motion at an active site can never destroy an-
other active site. This means that one can interchange,
arbitrarily, the order in which the unstable sites move
without changing the final metastable configuration that
is reached. This property is reminiscent of the Abelian
properties of the sandpile model exploited by Dhar [23].
This interchangeability means that the critical force f„
as well as the exponents D and 7 describing the avalanche
statistics, are the same for the two versions. Obviously,
though, g can be different because the dynamics during
an avalanche depends on the way unstable sites move. In
fact, Leschhorn measured. z = 1.42 + 0.03 in one dimen-
sion and z = 1.58 + 0.04 in two dimensions for the tuned
LIM at constant force; whereas, based on our measured
values of D and v, we predict the quite different values
z 1.94 (one dimension) and z 2.04 (two dimensions)
for the SOC or constant velocity variant.

For the interface models, it is conventional to assume
the validity of the relation (55) and to express the criti-
cal exponerits in terms of y = D —d and v, the spatial
correlation length exponent along the substrate. In this
case, Eqs. (31) and (32) can be rewritten in terms of v

and y as

d —1/v
7 =1+ d+x (56)

0
0

log„R

FIG. 33. 8 vs B from backward avalanches in 1D (open
circles) and 2D (filled circles) LIM. In 1D, the slope is
D = 2.23 + 0.03 from simulations of 5 x 10 time steps in
the stationary state of a system of size I = 3000. In 2D, the
slope is D = 2.725 + 0.02 from simulations of 10 time steps
in the stationary state of a system of size 300 x 300.

(57)

In the one-dimensional Sneppen model, v and y have
been derived from the &actal properties of the (1+1)-
dimensional directed percolation cluster [54,55]; namely,

v+ /v+ and v = v where v and v+
II II II

are parallel and perpendicular correlation length expo-
nents in (1+1)-dimensional directed percolation. For the
one-dimensional Sneppen model, these expressions dif-
fer &om the predictions of Olami, Procaccia, and Zeitak
that w = 2/(2+ y) and p = 2 [66]. The avalanche di-
mension D was measured for the self-organized. LIM as
shown in Fig. 33. In d = 1, D = 2.23 + 0.03, and in
d = 2, D = 2.725 + 0.02. For the LIM in both one
and two dimensions, D was measured by computing, for
each backward avalanche, the duration S of the back-
ward avalanche, and the squared distance B2 &om the
site starting the backward avalanche to the site ending
it. Substituting these measured values into the relation
y = D —d, gives y 1.23 in d = 1 and y 0.72 in
d = 2. These values for y are in agreement with numer-
ical simulations by Leschhorn [58], but higher than the
prediction y = (4 —d)/3 &om functional renormaliza-
tion group (RG) calculations [65] in both one and two
dimensions.

One might wonder if the one-dimensional LIM de-
scribes the behavior of any real physical system. Our
measured value of the interface roughness y = 1.23+0.02
[40] derived from the avalanche fractal dimension D =
1+y, as well as the reported values y = 1.25 + 0.01 [58]
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and y = 1.2 + 0.1 [56], contradict the usual condition
that the "self-affine" interface looks flat when viewed at
a suKciently large length scale. It may be more appro-
priate to call the interfaces with y & 1 "super-rough"
[83,84]. As was suggested in [56], one possible physical
realization of the super-rough interface is Quid invasion
in a porous medium. Martys, Robbins, and Cieplak [60]
introduced an explicit model for this process. They have
shown that depending on the wetting properties of the in-
vading Quid in 1+1 dimensions one observes two distinct
universality classes of the constant pressure, i.e. , force,
interface depinning transition. One was identified with
the constant pressure version of invasion percolation [34],
having an extremely curved interface with overhangs at
all length scales. The interface &om the other univer-
sality class has overhangs only at small length scales,
and Roux and Hansen have argued that the 1+1 LIM
shares the same universality class [56]. Our numeri-
cal results support this conjecture. We have measured
w = 1.13+0.03 in very good agreement with the measured
value v = 1.125 + 0.025 of [60]. Scaling relations analo-
gous to Eqs. (7), (31), and (32) for the non-SOC model
were derived in [60] based on the assumption that the
avalanches in the model are isotropic; specifically they
assumed D = d + 1, which is different from our result
D = d+ y. Nevertheless, these authors considered the
interface itself to be self-affine (g g 1), and not isotropic.
Within numerical uncertainty, it appears to us that their
results are also consistent with anisotropic super-rough
avalanches having the same &actal properties as the in-
terface itself (g = D —d). For example, inserting their
numerical value v = 1.30 6 0.05 and our numerical value
D = 2.23 into Eq. (56) one gets w = 1.105, which is also
consistent with the measured values cited above. The
question of the shape of the avalanches in their model
could probably be resolved by direct measurements of
the avalanche volume S vs its spatial extent B.

Similar considerations may apply to self-aFine inter-
faces in the (2+1)-dimensional random field Ising model
studied by Ji and Robbins [61]. They measured v
1.28 +0.05 and v = 0.75 +0.05 in agreement with our nu-

merical result v = 1.29 6 0.02 for the (2+1)-dimensional
LIM and Eq. (56) using D = 2+ y = 2.72 +0.02. Again,
they assumed the avalanches to be isotropic in the ran-
dom field Ising model, while the avalanches in the LIM
are anisotropic and self-afBne.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

ior. These phenomena can all be related to the same
underlying avalanche dynamics.

We present two exact equations for these phenomena.
(1) The approach to the critical attractor is governed by a
"gap" equation for the divergence of avalanche sizes. (2)
The average number of sites covered by the avalanche
can be related to the average size of avalanches. If there
is a power-law divergence for the average avalanche size,
then the number of sites covered by an avalanche diverges
with exponent —1. In addition, the conservation of ac-
tivity in the stationary state manifests itself through the
fundamental relation g = 0. It follows that many of the
critical exponents in a class of SOC extremal models can
be derived &om two basic exponents.

These exponent relations are summarized in Table I.
Depending on the model it may be more convenient to
use one or another basic set of two exponents. In Table
I we write our exponent relations in terms of two such
basic sets: (D, v) or (D, w). The scaling relations are
defined. for the Bak-Sneppen evolution model, the Snep-
pen model for SOC interface depinning, the Zaitsev Qux
creep model, a SOC "linear" interface model, and inva-
sion percolation. The horizontal lines separate results
&om different sections of this article.

Our results &om numerical simulations are summa-
rized in Table II. This table contains the expressions
for the exponents of the one- and two-dimensional Bak-
Sneppen model, one- and two-dimensional LIM, and the
one-dimensional Sneppen model based on direct numeri-
cal simulations. The overall consistency between the ex-
ponent relations &om Table I and the numerical results
in Table II demonstrates the validity of our scaling rela-
tions. Most of the numerical results from Table II were
illustrated in figures throughout the text.

Some of these scaling relations show that 1/f noise and
spatial &actal behavior can be unified and have a natu-
ral explanation in terms of avalanche dynamics in both
SOC and non-SOC systems. The pattern of avalanches
in the critical state can be described as a &actal in d spa-
tial plus one temporal dimension, with mass dimension
D. Temporal behavior, such as 1/f noise in the power
spectrum, and spatial long-range correlations can be for-
mally related as different cuts in the same underlying
&actal. In the stationary state, time reversal symmetry
is broken, so that forward and backward avalanches have
different statistics. We derive a scaling relation for the
Levy distribution of jumps in the SOC extremal mod-
els. Finally, we point out the similarities and differences
between interface depinning at constant velocity (SOC)
and constant force.

We have presented a comprehensive theory for
avalanche dynamics in evolution, growth, and depinning
models. These models are defined in Sec. II and repre-
sent difFerent universality classes. We have shown that
avalanche dynamics leads to spatiotemporal complexity,
and emerges as a result of extremal dynamics in driven
systems. Spatiotemporal complexity is manifested in
the formation of fractal structures, the appearance of
1/f type noise, diffusion with anomalous Hurst expo-
nents, Levy Qights, and punctuated equilibrium behav-
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APPENDIX: INVASION PERCOLATION

Invasion percolation is very sensitive to the definition
of the boundary of the invaded cluster. In one version
of the model, the boundary consists of any site having
at least one nearest neighbor in the invaded cluster. The
boundary de6ned by this rule includes sites on the exter-
nal perimeter of the invaded cluster as well as sites on
the perimeter of numerous "lakes" in the interior of the
cluster. The invaded cluster in this model &om time to
time exactly identi6es itself with the infinite cluster of
ordinary percolation. At these instances, all of the ran-
dom numbers on the boundary are uniformly distributed
above the "gap" f„where f, is the critical density of ordi-
nary percolation. In two dimensions, the whole boundary
of the cluster of ordinary percolation has a &actal dimen-
sion d~ equal to the &actal dimension D of the cluster
itself, and D = d~ = 91/48 1.89 [14]. We will re-
fer to the invasion percolation model with the boundary
defined in this manner as IP-1.

An important physical realization of invasion perco-
lation is the displacement of one fiuid by another in a
porous medium. In this case, once a region of non-
invaded fiuid is completely surrounded by the invading
fiuid, no further invasion can take place on this part of the
boundary due to incompressibility. This event, known as
self-trapping, can be taken into account in the invasion
percolation model by changing the definition of the active
boundary. With self-trapping, only the sites touching the
externa/ perimeter of the invaded region comprise the ac-
tive boundary. It is believed that self-trapping does not
change the &actal dimension of the invaded cluster in
two dimensions [14]. In ordinary two-dimensional perco-

~ - (L/&)"& (A1)

and for the boundary of invaded cluster b(s),

h(s) - (L/&)"&" (A2)

Combining these two equations we get

b(s)/L" = (s/L")

and therefore g =
It is interesting to note that the simplest assumption

that the effective distance &om the critical point scales
as f, —G(s) ( ir (s/L )

~"(~ ") agrees with the
gap equation after we substitute into it the expression
for g and for p. This once more con6rms the overall
consistency of our scaling relations.

lation, it is known that the external perimeter of the
cluster has a smaller &actal dimension than the clus-
ter itself, i.e., d~ ( D. Depending on the details of
the precise de6nition of the external perimeter, one gets
d~ = 7/4 = 1.75 [85] or d~ = 4/3 1.33 [86]. These
diferent definitions thus give difI'erent variants of the in-
vasion percolation model, which we will refer to as IP-2
and IP-3, respectively.

In Sec. III we used the result by Roux and Guyon
[35] for the scaling of the boundary of the growing IP
cluster with its volume. For the sake of completeness,
we reproduce their arguments. During the transient,
the invaded cluster can be characterized by a growing
correlation length (. Since the growth starts from a d-
dimensional base of the (d + 1)-dimensional hypercube,
the natural scaling form for the invaded volume s is
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